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INTRODUCTION 

 
“There can be no daily democracy without daily citizenship.” 

RALPH NADER 
 
 Participation in Government is a half-year course that aims to make students 

appreciate their voice in American politics. We refer to our political and governmental system as 

a democracy.  In such a system it is the responsibility of the people -- citizens like you-- to 

become informed and participate in decision-making.  In our democratic society every person 

holds an office, the office of citizen.  It is an office, which, like any vocation, requires careful 

preparation and the acquisition of certain skills.  A major goal of this course, then, is to expand 

the skills, which young citizens need to become effective participants in the public life of this 

country.  This course will help you become an active and involved citizen who will have hands-

on experience on all levels of government.  This course will encourage you to make connections 

between the structure of governmental process and the role of the citizen in influencing this 

process. 

 The purpose of this curriculum is not to provide the teacher with a daily calendar of 

lessons; nor is it to tell him or her how to teach the course.  Rather, it is intended to demonstrate 

that many different strategies and assessment techniques may be used to accomplish the course 

objectives.  

 Each of the following units is presented with suggested Curriculum Goals, 

Common Core Learning Standards in both reading and writing, strategies, Materials, 

Assessments.  Each unit also has at least two sample lessons.  Lessons may include follow-up 

activities.  Each lesson may require numerous days to complete.   
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Unit 1: Foundations of American Democracy 

 
CURRICULUM GOALS 
 
By the end of the unit, students will be able to:  
 

• Describe and evaluate the effectiveness of key components of American government 
such as;  

o Bicameral legislature 
o Electoral College 
o Checks and balances  
o Federalism 

• Describe the American Dream and/or American Democracy and evaluate its relevancy or 
effectiveness today 

• Reflect on how American history has shaped the nation.  Review of key documents 
includes:  

o Constitution of the United States of America 
o Declaration of Independence 

 
Common Core Learning Standards in Reading  

1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences 
from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions 
drawn from the text.  

2. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, 
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape 
meaning or tone.  

3. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text. 
4. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build 

knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take.  
 

 
Common Core Learning Standards in Writing 

1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.  

2. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

5. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and 
collaborate with  

6. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.  

 
Strategies 

1. Brainstorming 
2. Webbing/Graphical representations 
3. Cooperative Learning 
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4. Use of Primary Sources 
5. Development and proof of a thesis statement 
6. Class discussions 
7. Direct instruction 
8. Think-pair-share 
9. Jigsaw 
10. Group Work 
11. Oral Presentations 

 
Materials 

1. Chalkboard 
2. Computers for research 
3. Readings and Primary Sources 

 
Assessments 

1. Mind-mapping activity 
2. Group project/presentation using new forms of technology such as Prezi 
3. Persuasive essay in the form of letters to the Editor.  
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Sample lessons:  
 
Aim:  How do you envision the American Dream?  
 
Materials 
Handouts: Worksheets entitled  

o “America Dreaming”  
o “American Dream under Construction” 

Readings 1-4 on the American Dream.  For a full list of readings for this lesson go to 
http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/05/11/i-dreamed-a-dream-in-time-gone-by/ 
 
Motivation:  Students brainstorm what the American dream means to them and write their 
thoughts under the ‘do now’ section of the “America Dreaming” worksheet. 
 
Procedure:  

1. Motivation 
2. Take a class vote as to how many students believe they will achieve their American 

Dream.  
3. As a class read through the article “What Happens to the American Dream in a 

Recession?”  
a. Compare the class vote to the nation wide poll.   
b. Are we generally an optimistic nation?  Why or why not?  

4. Transition:  Visions of the American Dream have changed as the nation has changed.  
5. Activity:  Readings on the American Dream should be jigsawed.  Each group should 

complete the worksheet entitled “American Dreaming” based on their assigned reading.  
6. Summary:  

a. Each group should take a few minutes to share with the class their reading.  
b. What images come to mind when discussing this particular vision of the 

American Dream?      
 
Assessment: Students should 
create a mind map to represent 
their vision of the American 
Dream under where they wrote 
their “Do now.”  In a mind map, as 
opposed to traditional note taking 
or a linear text, information is 
structured in a way that resembles 
much more closely how your brain 
actually works.  Below are 
instructions of how to draw a mind 
map: 

o Start in the middle of a 
blank page, writing or 
drawing the idea you intend 
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to develop.  
o Develop the related subtopics around this central topic, connecting each of them to the 

center with a line. 
o Repeat the same process for the subtopics, generating lower-level subtopics as you see 

fit, connecting each of those to the corresponding subtopic.  

o See mind map on the previous page as a sample or go to http://litemind.com/what-is-
mind-mapping/ 

Follow-up Activity:  Students create a presentation of their vision of the American Dream.  See 
worksheets entitled “American Dream…under construction.”  
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May 11, 2009      What Happens to the American Dream in a 
Recession? ----By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Given the battered economy, increasing joblessness and collapse of the housing market, what is 
the state of the American dream?  Pollsters for The New York Times and CBS News set out last 
month to try to answer that question. Although the nation has plunged into its deepest recession 
since the Great Depression, 72 percent of Americans in this nationwide survey said they believed 
it is possible to start out poor in the United States, work hard and become rich — a classic 
definition of the American dream. 

• 44 percent said they had actually achieved the American dream.  
• 31 percent said they expect to attain it within their lifetime.  
• 20 percent have given up on ever reaching it.  

“Freedom to live our own life.”  “Created equal.”  “Someone could start from nothing.”  “To 
become whatever I want to be.”  “To be healthy and have nice family and friends.”  “More like 
Huck Finn; escape to the unknown; follow your dreams.” 

Those who responded in material terms were hardly lavish. Here’s a sampling: 

“Basically, have a roof over your head and put food on the table.”  “Working at a secure job, 
being able to have a home and live as happily as you can not spending too much money.”  “Just 
financial stability.” 
 

By the way, the phrase “the American dream” is generally agreed to have been coined first in 1931, in 
the midst of the Depression. In his book, “The Epic of America,” the historian James Truslow 
Adams wrote, “It is not a dream of motor cars and high wages merely, but a dream of social 
order in which each man and each woman shall be able to attain the fullest stature of which they 
are innately capable.” 
 

Published in the New York Times National section on May 7, 2009. 

A poll — conducted on April 1st -5th with 998 adults, with a margin of sampling error of plus or 
minus 3 percentage points asked: “What does the phrase ‘The American dream’ mean to you?” 

Four years ago, 19 percent of those surveyed supplied answers that related to financial security 
and a steady job, and 20 percent gave answers that related to freedom and opportunity.  Now, 
fewer people are pegging their dream to material success and more are pegging it to abstract 
values. Those citing financial security dropped to 11 percent, and those citing freedom and 
opportunity expanded to 27 percent. 

Here are some respondents’ answers that were put in the category of freedom and opportunity: 
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Do Now: What is your definition of the American dream? Describe some 
examples of people you know, have heard about, or have read about that 
have “dreamed the American dream.”   
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“American*Dreaming”*
Directions: Answer the following questions using the reading your group has been 
assigned. *
1. What events, people, movements, ideas, norms and/or perceptions does this reading 
mention that were important during the time period in which the article was written? 

 

 

 

2. How is the American Dream defined and/or described in this reading? How does this 
definition reflect the historical context in which the article was written?  

 

 

 

 

3. What quotes from the article best illustrate the article's "take" on the concept of the 
American Dream? Do you agree with the image of America that these quotes present? 
Why or why not?  

 

 

 

 

4. Compare and contrast the article's presentation of the American Dream with 
contemporary conceptions of concept. What about the American Dream has stayed the 
same and what, if anything, has changed?  
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Reading #1 

Below are excerpts of James Baldwin’s speech at the debate between James Baldwin 
and William F. Buckley, October 26, 1965. Sponsored by the Cambridge Union 
Society, Cambridge University. The topic of the debate was "The American 
Dream is at the Expense of the American Negro."  

We speak about expense. There are several ways of addressing oneself to some attempt to find 
out what that word means here. From a very literal point of view, the harbors and the ports and 
the railroads of the country--the economy, especially in the South--could not conceivably be 
what they are if it had not been (and this is still so) for cheap labor. I am speaking very seriously, 
and this is not an overstatement: I picked cotton, I carried it to the market, I built the railroads 
under someone else's whip for nothing. For nothing. 

The Southern oligarchy which has still today so very much power in Washington, and therefore 
some power in the world, was created by my labor and my sweat and the violation of my women 
and the murder of my children. This in the land of the free, the home of the brave. None can 
challenge that statement. It is a matter of historical record. 
 
But what happens to the poor white man's, the poor white woman's, mind? It is this: they have 
been raised to believe, and by now they helplessly believe, that no matter how terrible some of 
their lives may be and no matter what disaster overtakes them, there is one consolation like a 
heavenly revelation--at least they are not black. I suggest that of all the terrible things that could 
happen to a human being that is one of the worst. I suggest that what has happened to the white 
Southerner is in some ways much worse than what has happened to the Negroes there. 
 
This is not being done 100 years ago, but in 1965 and in a country which is pleased with what we 
call prosperity, with a certain amount of social coherence, which calls itself a civilized nation 
and which espouses the notion of freedom in the world. If it were white people being murdered, 
the Government would find some way of doing something about it.  

One of things the white world does not know, but I think I know, is that black people are just like 
everybody else. We are also mercenaries, dictators, murderers, liars. We are human, too. Unless 
we can establish some kind of dialogue between those people who enjoy the American dream 
and those people who have not achieved it, we will be in terrible trouble. This is what concerns 
me most. We are sitting in this room and we are all civilized; we can talk to each other, at least 
on certain levels, so that we can walk out of here assuming that the measure of our politeness has 
some effect on the world. 

I remember when the ex-Attorney General, Mr. Robert Kennedy, said it was conceivable that in 
40 years in America we might have a Negro President. That sounded like a very emancipated 
statement to white people. They were not in Harlem when this statement was first heard. They 
did not hear the laughter and bitterness and scorn with which this statement was greeted. From 
the point of view of the (black) man in the Harlem barber shop, Bobby Kennedy only got here 
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yesterday and now he is already on his way to the Presidency. We were here for 400 years and 
now he tells us that maybe in 40 years, if you are good, we may let you become President. 
 
It is a terrible thing for an entire people to surrender to the notion that one-ninth of its population 
is beneath them. Until the moment comes when we, the Americans, are able to accept the fact 
that my ancestors are both black and white, that on that continent we are trying to forge a new 
identity, that we need each other, that I am not a ward of America, I am not an object of 
missionary charity, I am one of the people who built the country--until this moment comes there 
is scarcely any hope for the American dream. If the people are denied participation in it, by their 
very presence they will wreck it. And if that happens it is a very grave moment for the West. 
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Reading #2:  Excerpts from the Declaration of Independence 
 

IN CONGRESS, JULY 4, 1776 
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of 

America 
 
When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 
political bands which have connected them with another and to assume among the powers of the 
earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle 
them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes 
which impel them to the separation. 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving 
their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of Government 
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to 
institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in 
such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, 
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and 
transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that mankind are more disposed to 
suffer, while evils are sufferable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they 
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same 
Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, 
to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. — Such has 
been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains 
them to alter their former Systems of Government. The history of the present King of Great 
Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the 
establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a 
candid world. 
 
[List of grievances against King George III would be listed here] 
 
We, therefore, the Representatives of the united States of America, in General Congress, 
Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, 
in the Name, and by Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and 
declare, That these united Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States, 
that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection 
between them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free 
and Independent States, they have full Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, 
establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things which Independent States may of right 
do. — And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine 
Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor. 
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Reading #3 
 
Our Towns; A Chance to Live, and Then Describe, Her 
Own American Dream 

By MATTHEW PURDY June 24, 2001 
 
PATERSON, N.J.— WHEN Dewan Kazi Fahima was named her eighth-grade valedictorian in 
1997, her family had been in this country only five years and her parents didn't know what the 
word meant. 

''My father called up one of his friends and said, 'My daughter's valedictorian,' '' she recalled. 
''And he said, 'For real?' '' 

She had landed in America from Bangladesh at age 8 knowing two English words, ''hello'' and 
''Coca-Cola,'' and was ribbed for her halting English and out-of-style dress. Perhaps not 
suprisingly, her valedictorian speech was about the pain of prejudice. 

Thursday night, 18-year-old Kazi stood on the 50-yard line of the John F. Kennedy High School 
football field as valedictorian of the class of 2001, and her speech, like her life, had a new theme. 
''The American dream, you see, holds me in its grasp because I have been blessed to live my own 
version of it,'' she declared. 

Poor and worn, Paterson might not fit many people's idea of a dream. But for Kazi and other 
strivers in her multiethnic class, it's America, with just enough of the stuff that dreams are made 
of. 

The Dewans came to America seeking a better education for their children. They wound up in 
Paterson, where the troubled schools are run by the state and where Kazi's father was minister at 
a mosque until 1996. Kazi's family, including four younger siblings, her mother, who is a 
seamstress, and her father, live in a neat but crowded four-room apartment. 

Kazi sees possibility everywhere. 

''We have a great view from the balcony,'' she said buoyantly from the wooden perch off the 
family's kitchen. She pointed to buildings downtown and to a distant mountain, ignoring the 
ragged neighborhood below, except to single out one meticulous garden. 

Lanky, with long hair and an easy smile, she glided around her aging school with similar cheer. 
''It's not the best lab in the world,'' she said of a faded chemistry room. ''Not all the sinks work. 
But we learn.'' 

Jane Silverstein, who runs an honors program for about 240 of Kennedy's 2,200 students, 
fantasizes about loading her students on a flatbed truck and taking them to the suburbs as an 
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argument ''not to give up on urban education.'' She produces first-in-their-family college students 
and turns immigrants into all-Americans. 

They define the emerging America of the 2000 Census. 

''I'm known as a minority when I write my college applications, but in my school I don't think 
there's minority or majority,'' Kazi said, rattling off her classmates' nationalities. 

Kazi is still as much Bengali as American. In her devout Muslim family, hanging out with 
friends -- particularly at the mall -- is forbidden. ''I've basically never chilled,'' she said. This was 
the first year she wore American teenage garb to school instead of Muslim dress. Until recently, 
the family had no television. Kazi, who will be pre-med at Rutgers, spends weekends 
volunteering at a hospital. 

Kazi's fellow explorer in this new world is her 15-year-old sister, Farhana. They share a room 
and are study mates, since their parents understand little English. As young girls, they went to 
the library daily to polish their English. They also learned their first sport, tennis, but play in 
sweat pants to adhere to Muslim rules of modesty. They have a wall of academic awards but ''no 
Backstreet Boys or 'N Sync posters,'' Kazi said. 

FARHANA worries that assimilation equals laziness. ''A lot of people who are from here take a 
lot of things for granted,'' she said. ''I guess we feel fortunate to be here.'' On Wednesday night, 
Farhana coached her sister in delivering her American dream speech: ''Say it with passion!'' 

Kazi did. This time, her family was certain what a valedictorian was. Her father sat high in the 
bleachers wearing Muslim clothes and holding a bouquet of shiny balloons inscribed ''Congrats 
Class of 2001. You Did It!'' He didn't understand all her words, but his daughter's voice was 
sweet music. 

''I braved the uncertainties of a complex, new environment,'' Kazi told the crowd. Thursday 
night, it was no longer complex or new. She had made it her own. She praised Allah, quoted the 
Rev. Jesse Jackson and thanked teachers and parents in English, Bengali and Spanish, a flourish 
that ignited the crowd. ''Whatever your American dream may be,'' she said with passion, ''hold on 
to it and don't lose sight of it.'' 
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Reading #4 found at 
http://www.nytimes.com/learning/teachers/archival/19590809AmericanDream.pdf  
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Name: _____________________  Date Due: _____________________ Period: _________ 
Based on a project created by Ms. Dennis & Mr. Patten at Mepham HS       
 

“The American Dream…under Construction”  
 

DUE DATE: _____________________ 
For each topic, each group will come up with their own personal visions of the American Dream. 
You must discuss the following 3 specific topics in your presentation: 
 

1. Dreamer of the Past:  How has this dreamer shaped America?  What were the 
circumstances of his/her time (what challenges did this dreamer face)? What key 
characteristics, values and actions made this dreamer successful? Did this dreamer 
help or hurt America?  

2. Dreamer of the Present: What is this dreamer’s vision?  What specific challenges 
does this dreamer face?  What qualities give this dreamer potential for making a 
difference?  

3. Historical symbols/quotes of the American Dream –How has the American dream 
been envisioned?  What symbol, song, poem, book, war, story, photo, quote, etc. from 
the past best illustrates the American Dream?  Why did you choose this and what 
does it say about the American Dream?  Each group must have at least two such 
historic symbols/quotes.   

4. Futurist symbol/quote of the American Dream- Looking forward, how should 
Americans think of the American dream? Your futurist symbol can be in the form of 
a picture, poem, quote, story, photo, sculpture, etc.  You can create this symbol or you 
can discuss an existing one.   Discuss why you choose/created this symbol and what it 
means for the American Dream.  

5. Music of America- What song displays an accurate vision for America?  Explain 
why you choose this song and what the song means.   

 
For the project: 

- Students will work in groups of 2-3 and create a Prezi or a PowerPoint Presentation. 
o Presentation should be at least 4 minutes.  
o Your goal is to educate your classmates about your dreamers and your vision 

of the American Dream and to engage your classmates in a discussion. 
o Include questions for your classmates to spark discussion.  These can be 

opinion questions.   
o Prezis/ppts should include visuals and video clips not all text.  You must write 

additional notes on note cards to supplement your presentation.  These notes 
will not be on your prezi/ppt but discussed when you present.  Notecards will 
be collected and graded.   
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 You and your group must include a list of sources used cited in APA 
format.  You may use but are not limited to: 

•  Internet sources, magazines, newspapers and books.  
 
A group member’s absence is not an excuse for being unprepared.  
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Names of Group Members: __________________________________________ 
Per: ____________   Date Due: __________________ 

 

“The American Dream…under Construction”  
 

Welcome seniors! This project will be your first major project grade for P.I.G. This Democracy 
presentation will receive a group grade from your teacher and an individual student grade 

assigned by that group evaluating his/her cooperating and contribution to the project.  
 

Use the graphic organizer below to begin planning your presentation.  
 

Tasks Historical Info.  Your Interpretation Images/Music/clips 
#1  
 
Dreamer  
of the Past  
 
Key Quotes:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

#2  
 
Dreamer of the 
Future 
 
Key Quotes:  
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#3  
 
 
 
 
 
1st Historical  
Symbol 
 
 
 
 

   

#4  
 
2nd Historical  
Symbol 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

#5 
 
 
 
 
The Future of the  
American Dream 
 
 
 

   

#6  
 
Music of the future 
Featuring the  
American Dream 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 

Once you have completed the chart and I have approved it, begin writing your script. You may                    
use the space below to begin. Designate who will speak what parts. Include the music you will use and 

the images on the side. 
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Aim: To what extent has the Constitution lived up to its intentions? 
 
Motivation: Explain to students that many Americans complain about our government and some 
use the form of political cartoons.  Have students try to explain the complaint of one set of 
political cartoons.  See worksheets “Complaints through Cartoons.”  One set of cartoons deals 
with checks and balances, the other with individual rights as seen through the health care debate 
and the last with the debate over the Electoral College.     
 
Materials 
• Handouts:  “Complaints through Cartoons,” “Evaluating the Constitution” “Our Imbecilic 

Constitution” 
• Slide show available at http://www.crf-usa.org/constitution-day/a-more-perfect-

union.html 
• Optional:  A handout with similar information to the slideshow is available in PDF at 

http://www.crf-usa.org/images/pdf/perfect_union_os.pdf 
 
Procedure and Pivotal Questions: 

1. Motivation:  
a. How could replacing the Electoral College with a popular vote change politics? 
b. Does the Supreme Court have too much power considering it can strike down 

laws voted on by representatives?  
c. Can the government force residents to buy certain goods?  What if these 

purchases were intended to improve the quality of life in the USA?  
d. How do these political cartoons portray typical Americans?  How do they portray 

leaders in US politics?  
2. Transition:  Many Americans praise the Constitution and although there are many 

interpretations of what the founding fathers intended, most Americans do not want to 
significantly alter the Constitution.  Yet some basic fundamentals in the Constitution 
have caused great debate.  Does the Constitution still serve our needs?  

3. Activity:  Students will use the slideshow to answer the questions on the handout 
“Evaluating the Constitution.” 

4. Discussion Questions:  
a. Should the Supreme Court decide what is morally right for issues that are not 

directly discussed in the Constitution such as gay marriage and abortion or should 
these decisions be left to local governments or the voters?  

b. Some people say that there are too many checks and balances in our government 
and nothing substantial can get done.  Are these checks and balances necessary or 
are they counterproductive?  

 
Assessment: Students read, summarize and respond to the editorial “Our Imbecilic 
Constitution.” 
 
Follow-up Activity: Compare student response to “Our Imbecilic Constitution” to letters to the 
editor that were printed in the New York Times.  
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“Complaints through Cartoons” 
Explain the intent of these cartoons. 
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“Complaints through Cartoons” 

Explain the intent of these cartoons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Complaints through Cartoons” 
Explain the intent of these cartoons. 
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Evaluating the Constitution 
Directions:  

• Use the slide show at http://www.crf-usa.org/constitution-day/a-more-perfect-
union.html  

• Many questions can be answered with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ but every response 
requires an explanation.  Make sure your explanations are thoughtful and use at 
least one specific piece of evidence.   

 
 
 

1. Many believe that the Federal (National) government has too 
much power and is infringing on individual freedoms and the 
rights of states.  For example; 
 

•  If the Health care reform act remains in existence by 2014 all 
Americans will be required to have health insurance either 
through their employer or by individual purchase.  The 
government will help poor people purchase insurance and 
extend government health care (Medicare) but people who 
refuse to get health insurance will have to pay a tax/ penalty.  

•  The Federal government will only give states money for education if the states 
frequently test students and collect data on test scores.   

• Because congress can regulate interstate commerce (trade between states) the 
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) in Washington DC can regulate 
air pollutants from industries in all states under the Clean Air Act.    

 
a. Has the Federal government overstepped its bounds or do these 

regulations improve the nation? 
 

b. Would the USA be better off with the Articles of Confederation?    
 

c. Look at the powers of the national government, should the Federal 
government have all these powers or should the fifty states have more 
power?  
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2. According to the 2010 US census the population of: 
a. New York State is 8,244,910 whereas the population of South Dakota is     

824,082 
 
Yet both states get two Senators (representatives) in the Senate.  Is this fair to New 
Yorkers?  How did the Great Compromise try to be fair to heavily populated states and 
scarcely populated states?  
 
 

3. In the presidential election of 2000 Al Gore won the popular vote by 543,816 
votes but George W. Bush won the electoral vote by 5 votes winning the 
presidency.  What is the difference between the ‘popular’ vote and the ‘electoral 
college’?  Why did our founding fathers create the Electoral College? Is it the 
best way to elect a president?  

 

4. Nine Supreme Court justices may decide the fate of laws concerning abortion, 
gay marriage, search and seizure and other important civil liberties.  These 
justices are appointed for life and therefore never run for office.  Was this a wise 
decision by our founding fathers?  What was their justification (reason for doing 
so)?  

 

5. Checks and Balances:  For the following examples, say which branch 
(Executive, Legislative or Judicial) is checking which branch.  
 
Example: The President can veto a law  
Answer: Executive checks Legislative 
 
a. Courts can declare laws Unconstitutional 

b. Congress can remove Judges 

c. The Senate appoints/rejects Judicial nominees 

d. Congress can override a Presidential veto 

e. Congress can impeach a President 

f. The President appoints Supreme Court Judges who serve a life sentence 

g.  Congress can create lower Courts 

h.  The President can pardon (forgive) someone who has been convicted of a 
crime 
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i.  The Senate can reject presidential nominations of federal officials 

 

j. The President submits 
the Federal Budget to 
the Congress 
 

k. According to the 
cartoon which branch is 
checking which?  

 

 

 

 

6. Our government faces issues that our founding fathers never imagined such as 
Internet piracy, gay marriage, segregation, health care and many others.  Many 
believe that the federal courts should not decide these issues, instead voters or 
individual state and local governments should decide.   

a. Read each quote below and decide if you agree with former Vice 
President Al Gore or Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia on if the 
Supreme Court or the people should decide such contentious issues.    

“Our Constitution is a living and breathing document, that it was intended by our 
founders to be interpreted in the light of the constantly evolving experience of the 
American people.”- Al Gore, 2000 

 

“There’s the argument of flexibility and it goes something like this: The Constitution is 
over 200 years old and societies change. It has to change with society, like a living 
organism, or it will become brittle and break. But you would have to be an idiot to 
believe that; the Constitution is not a living organism; it is a legal document. It says 
something and doesn't say other things . . . [Proponents of the living constitution want 
matters to be decided] not by the people, but by the justices of the Supreme Court . . . 
They are not looking for legal flexibility, they are looking for rigidity, whether it's the right 
to abortion or the right to homosexual activity, they want that right to be embedded from 
coast to coast and to be unchangeable” –Justice Scalia, US Supreme Court 
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7. According to the Preamble of the Constitution (below), name three things that the 
Government is responsible for (in your own words).   

a. Has the US government successfully fulfilled these obligations?  Cite at 
least three personal observations to support your opinion.   

 
“We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, 
establish Justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, 
promote the general welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves 
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States 
of America.” –Preamble to the Constitution  
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Name: _________________ Per: _______  Date:______ 
Directions:  

• As you read the editorial below define underlined words in the right-side margin 
and write a short notation summarizing the author’s point of view in the left 
margin.  

• When you finish reading and annotating the editorial write a letter to the author 
explaining the extent to which you agree or disagree with his editorial.  Make 
sure to cite specifics from class lessons and the editorial in your letter.  

 
MAY 28, 2012, 8:36 PM 

Our Imbecilic Constitution 
By SANFORD LEVINSON 
Advocating the adoption of the new Constitution drafted in Philadelphia, the authors of 
"The Federalist Papers" mocked the "imbecility" of the weak central government created 
by the Articles of Confederation. 

Nearly 225 years later, critics across the spectrum call the American political system 
dysfunctional, even pathological. What they don't mention, though, is the role of the 
Constitution itself in generating the pathology. 

Ignore, for discussion's sake, the clauses that helped to entrench chattel slavery until it 
was eliminated by a brutal Civil War. Begin with the Senate and its assignment of equal 
voting power to California and Wyoming; Vermont and Texas; New York and North 
Dakota.  

Consider that, although a majority of Americans since World War II have registered 
opposition to the Electoral College, we will participate this year in yet another election 
that "battleground states" will dominate while the three largest states will be largely 
ignored. 

Our vaunted system of "separation of powers" and "checks and balances" - a legacy of 
the founders' mistrust of "factions" - means that we rarely have anything that can truly 
be described as a "government." Save for those rare instances when one party has 
hefty control over four branches - the House of Representatives, the Senate, the White 
House and the Supreme Court - gridlock threatens. Elections are increasingly 
meaningless, at least in terms of producing results commensurate (appropriate) with the 
challenges facing the country. 

But if one must choose the worst single part of the Constitution, it is surely Article V, 
which has made our Constitution among the most difficult to amend of any in the world. 
The last truly significant constitutional change was the 22nd Amendment, added in 
1951, to limit presidents to two terms. The near impossibility of amending the national 
Constitution not only prevents needed reforms; it also makes discussion seem futile and 
generates a complacent denial that there is anything to be concerned about. 

It was not always so. In the election of 1912, two presidents - past and future - seriously 
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questioned the adequacy of the Constitution. Theodore Roosevelt would have allowed 
Congress to override Supreme Court decisions invalidating federal laws, while 
Woodrow Wilson basically supported a parliamentary system and, as president, tried to 
act more as a prime minister than as an agent of Congress. The next few years saw the 
enactment of amendments establishing the legitimacy of the federal income tax, direct 
election of senators, Prohibition and women's right to vote. 

No such debate is likely to take place between Barack Obama and Mitt Romney. They, 
like most contemporary Americans, have seemingly lost their capacity for thinking 
seriously about the extent to which the Constitution serves us well. Instead, the 
Constitution is enveloped in near religious veneration. (Indeed, Mormon theology treats 
it as God-given.) 

What might radical reform mean? 

We might look to the 50 state constitutions, most of which are considerably easier to 
amend. There have been more than 230 state constitutional conventions; each state 
has had an average of almost three constitutions. (New York, for example, is on its fifth 
Constitution, adopted in 1938.) This year Ohioans will be voting on whether to call a 
new constitutional convention; its Constitution, like 13 others, including New York's, 
gives voters the chance to do so at regular intervals, typically 20 years. 

Another reform would aim to fix Congressional gridlock. We could permit each newly 
elected president to appoint 50 members of the House and 10 members of the Senate, 
all to serve four-year terms until the next presidential election. Presidents would be 
judged on actual programs, instead of hollow rhetoric. 

If enhanced presidential power seems too scary, then the solution might lie in reducing, 
if not eliminating, the president's power to veto legislation and to return to true 
bicameralism, instead of the tricameralism we effectively operate under. We might allow 
deadlocks between the two branches of Congress to be broken by, say, a supermajority 
of the House or of Congress voting as a whole. 

One might also be inspired by the states to allow at least some aspects of direct 
democracy. California - the only state with a constitution more dysfunctional than that of 
the United States - allows constitutional amendment at the ballot box. Maine, more 
sensibly, allows its citizenry to override legislation they deem objectionable. Might we 
not be far better off to have a national referendum on "Obamacare" instead of letting 
nine politically unaccountable judges decide? 

Even if we want to preserve judicial review of national legislation, something Justice 
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. believed could be dispensed with, perhaps we should 
emulate (admire) North Dakota or Nebraska, which require supermajorities of their court 
to invalidate state legislation. Why shouldn't the votes of, say, seven of the nine 
Supreme Court justices be required to overturn national legislation? 

Or consider the fact that almost all states have rejected the model of judges nominated 
by the president and then confirmed by the Senate. Most state judges are electorally 
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accountable in some way, and almost all must retire at a given age. Many states have 
adopted commissions to limit the politicization of the appointment process. 

What was truly admirable about the framers was their willingness to critique, indeed 
junk, the Articles of Confederation. One need not believe that the Constitution of 1787 
should be discarded in quite the same way to accept that we are long overdue for a 
serious discussion about its own role in creating the depressed (and depressing) state 
of American politics. 

Sanford Levinson, a professor of law and government at the University of Texas, Austin, 
is the author of "Framed: America's 51 Constitutions and the Crisis of Governance." 
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Name: _____________ Date: __________  Per: _______ 

Levinson’s editorial criticizing the Constitution led others to write “letters to the editor.”  
The New York Times and other publications will print these letters showing opposing 
viewpoints.  After reading your letter answer the following questions: 

• Does the author of your letter agree or disagree with the original editorial by 
Sanford Levinson?  

• Who do you agree with and why?   

 

LETTERS 
Is It Time to Rewrite the Constitution? 

Published: June 4, 2012  
   

To the Editor: 
 
The state of American politics is depressing, but radically altering our Constitution is 
hardly an appropriate solution. Mr. Levinson admires the framers for their willingness to 
critique and then abandon the Articles of Confederation. 

More admirable, really, is the framers’ understanding that they could not possibly know 
what would happen in the years, decades and centuries that would follow and their 
ability to create a system to which we reliably and peacefully turn to for guidance. 

Our system of checks and balances cannot eradicate the politics that often makes our 
government ineffective; the power to do that rests squarely on the shoulders of the 
politicians we elect. Blaming the Constitution for the ineffectiveness of our politicians 
removes accountability from those most responsible. 

More important, changing our system of checks and balances under the guise of neutral 
constitutional reform could lead to a dangerous and unfettered exercise of power. 

JODI PERLMUTH POPOFSKY New York, May 29, 2012 
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Name: _____________ Date: __________  Per: _______ 

Levinson’s editorial criticizing the Constitution led others to write “letters to the editor.”  
The New York Times and other publications will print these letters showing opposing 
viewpoints.  After reading your letter answer the following questions: 

• Does the author of your letter agree or disagree with the original editorial by 
Sanford Levinson?  

• Who do you agree with and why?   

 

LETTERS 
Is It Time to Rewrite the Constitution?    Published: June 4, 2012  

To the Editor: 

As Prof. Sanford Levinson points out, the Constitution is in several respects a deeply 
flawed document. But its flaws are a result of compromises that were necessary to 
establish the new government. 

Compromises are by their very nature untidy and frustrating to true believers who insist 
on maintaining their ideological purity. Without compromises, however, stalemate is 
inevitable. 

As Abraham Lincoln stated, “We could not secure the good we did secure if we grasped 
for more.” 

The current paralysis of our political system is not attributable to constitutional flaws but 
instead to the failure of both parties to approach crucial issues with the same spirit of 
compromise that made the nation possible. 

EARL E. POLLOCK Sarasota, Fla., May 29, 2012 

The writer is a lawyer and the author of “The Supreme Court and American 
Democracy.” 
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Name: _____________ Date: __________  Per: _______ 

Levinson’s editorial criticizing the Constitution led others to write “letters to the editor.”  
The New York Times and other publications will print these letters showing opposing 
viewpoints.  After reading your letter answer the following questions: 

• Does the author of your letter agree or disagree with the original editorial by 
Sanford Levinson?  

• Who do you agree with and why?   

 

LETTERS 
Is It Time to Rewrite the Constitution?    Published: June 4, 2012  

To the Editor: 

Although there are certainly practical problems posed by applying our venerable 
Constitution to modern American life, these are minuscule compared with the 
monstrosity that would likely emerge from a new Constitutional Convention, circa 2012. 
Can you imagine what would happen when the delegates financed by the vegan lobby 
clash with those financed by the meat lobby, not to mention when several thousand 
other divisive voices of the American public start clashing with their counterparts? 

If not terminal gridlock (probably the better alternative), what would likely result would 
be a ponderous mountain of claptrap. 

Our Constitution, like the Common Law of England, is a short statement of fundamental 
principles that govern behavior. It elegantly balances power between the states and the 
federal government and between the government and the governed. No good would 
come from throwing it into the dustbin of history. 

FREDERIC N. SMALKIN Cockeysville, Md., May 29, 2012 

 

The writer, a retired district court judge, is jurist in residence at the University of 
Baltimore School of Law. 
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Name: _____________ Date: __________  Per: _______ 

Levinson’s editorial criticizing the Constitution led others to write “letters to the editor.”  
The New York Times and other publications will print these letters showing opposing 
viewpoints.  After reading your letter answer the following questions: 

• Does the author of your letter agree or disagree with the original editorial by 
Sanford Levinson?  

• Who do you agree with and why?   

 

LETTERS 
Is It Time to Rewrite the Constitution?    Published: June 4, 2012  

To the Editor: 

Our Constitution has endured for 225 years. It has its faults. It was written by human 
beings, who by definition are imperfect. However, it has protected our democracy 
through all sorts of crises — political, economic, social and military. 

Leave the Constitution alone. Gridlock in Washington will not last forever, but with the 
Constitution, our freedom will. 

GARRY S. SKLAR North Woodmere, N.Y., May 29, 2012 
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UNIT 2:  Citizenship 

 
 
CURRICULUM GOALS 
 
By the end of this unit, students will be able to: 
 

• Describe the process of becoming a US citizen.  
• Evaluate the fairness of a citizenship test.  
• Explain the rights and responsibilities of US citizens. 
• Evaluate the conflicts between our rights and responsibilities as citizens.   
• Explain why voter turnout in the USA is so low.  
• Evaluate strategies for increasing voter turnout.  
• Explain the history of the 26th Amendment. 
• Discuss the history of suffrage rights in the USA.  
• Debate whether states should require more identification for voter registration. 

 
Common Core Learning Standards in Reading  

1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences 
from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions 
drawn from the text.  

2. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, 
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape 
meaning or tone.  

3. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text. 
4. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build 

knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take.  
 

 
Common Core Learning Standards in Writing 

1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.  

2. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

3. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and 
collaborate with others.  

4. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.  

 
Strategies 

1. Brainstorming 
2. Cooperative Learning 
3. Use of Primary Sources 
4. Direct instruction 
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5. Think-pair-share 
6. Jigsaw 
7. Group Work 
8. Oral Presentations 
9. Use social science data 
10. Demonstrate decision-making techniques 
11. Communicate through oral expression 
12. Communicate through written expression  
13. Use note-taking skills 
14. Use listening skills 
15. Organize information 
16. Interpret data 
17. Synthesize information and draw conclusion 
18. Analyze graphs 

 
 

Materials 
1. Chalkboard or preferably a smart board to show visuals 
2. Computers for research 
3. Readings and Primary Sources 
 

Assessments 
1. Group project/presentation using new forms of technology such as Podcasts 
2. Persuasive essay in the form of letters to the Editor.  
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SAMPLE LESSONS  
 
Aim: How does voter turnout shape America’s politics?  
 
Instructional Materials:   

• Handout: “Those who vote matter” “the Winning Strategy.” 
• Visuals:  Chart on “Why registered voters do not vote” and “Views on Selected Gay and 

Lesbian Issues by Age.”  
• Computers to access an Internet source: Go to/Google “the United States census bureau 

on voting and registration ‘Hot voting’.” 
http://smpbff1.dsd.census.gov/TheDataWeb_HotReport/servlet/HotReportEngineServlet?
reportid=767b1387bea22b8d3e8486924a69adcd&emailname=essb@boc&filename=032
8_nata.hrml 

 
Motivation:  
Show the following graph that shows how Millennials  (18-29 year olds) greatly support rights 
for Gay and lesbian couples but how older Americans are not as supportive.   

• ASK:  If a presidential candidate supports gay marriage, will this stance help the 
candidate win the presidency?  Should the candidate try to avoid this issue? 

• Discussion could include; how candidates should be proud of their opinions, which 
demographic has more money to donate to campaigns but students should be led to think 
about which demographic, seniors or millennials will actually vote.    
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Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
1. Motivation.  
2. Divide the class into two teams, Republican and Democrat.  Teams will compete for 

collecting the most accurate information and providing the most insightful information 
for their presidential candidate.  

3. Each team will need to sup-divide into groups of two or three to cover the five 
geographic regions.  A region can be eliminated if necessary.   

4. Each pair will complete the worksheet “Who Matters” using the internet site provided by 
the US Census bureau.   

5. Summary and Pivotal Questions:  Teams must reunite to complete the worksheet “the 
Winning Strategy.”  Teams should choose a team spokesman to share their strategy.  

6. Class discussion sharing strategies and responses to summary questions. 
a. Compare teams responses as to why Americans do not vote to findings by the 

Census Bureau.  See graph on “Reasons given for registered voters not voting.”  
Note:  the number one reason Americans do not vote is because most are not 
registered.   

b. Are there particular reasons why young Americans tend not to vote?  
c. What changes with age that motivates older Americans to vote?   
d. How can we get more Americans to vote? 
e. How can we get more teens to vote?  
f. If all Americans voted on their own free will; how different would America be?  

Would there be more or less war?  Would there be more government services like 
free health care or would the majority of Americans forgo these services for lower 
taxes?  

g. Do you agree with the following quote?  
“If American women would increase their voting turnout by ten percent, I think we would see an 
end to all of the budget cuts in programs benefiting women and children.”  
Coretta Scott King  
 
Assessment Ideas for follow-up activities:  

• Students can make a get out the vote flyer that targets all Americans or one specific 
demographic that tends not to vote.  

• Students can read “Should the United States adopt voter ID cards?” from New York 
Times Upfront, a magazine for teens and write a summary of both points of view and 
letter to editor explaining their opinion.   

• Students can make a podcast that aims to inspire Americans to vote or reviews the history 
of voting.  See the following video on the history of voting as an example 
http://constitutioncenter.org/education/educators/learning-resources/the-history-of-
voting-by-rock-the-vote/ 
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“Those who vote, matter.” 

 
Team (Political Party) __________________ 

• Your goal is to elect your presidential Candidate who is _______________ 
 

• Names of students on your research committee ___________________, 

__________________, __________ 

 
How:   

• Help your candidate appeal to people who actually vote! 
• Divide your team into research committees of two or three students.  Each research 

committee should research the voting trends of one geographic region and complete the 
worksheet below.    

o Geographic Regions include:  
 One swing state; either Ohio, Florida or New Hampshire  
 Our very own state of New York  
 The nation as a whole.   

• Report the numbers!!! Back up your statement by citing statistics from the graphs.   
• Go to/Google “the United States census bureau on voting and registration ‘Hot voting’.” 

http://smpbff1.dsd.census.gov/TheDataWeb_HotReport/servlet/HotReportEngineServlet?
reportid=767b1387bea22b8d3e8486924a69adcd&emailname=essb@boc&filename=032
8_nata.hrml 

 
Geographic Region: __________________ 

1. What are the overall trends in voting for this region?  
 
 
 

2. Is there an age bracket that should be targeted?  
 
 

3. Should a particular gender be targeted?  
 
 

4. Should voters with a particular educational background be targeted?  
 
 
 

5. Should a particular race be targeted?  
 
 

6. Before your candidate starts writing speeches and campaign ads, what other statistics 
should be included?  
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7. What should be included in your candidate’s first campaign advertisement?  What type of 
issues should be discussed?  What should the setting be?  Include any other specifics that 
will target your key voters.   

 
 
Summary questions on the back 

8. Is it fair for candidates to cater to those who vote rather than all Americans?  
 

a. If so, does this type of politics necessarily make for a better America?  
 
 
 

9. Give at least three reasons as to why only 50% of Americans vote.   
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The Winning Strategy 
 
Political Party ____________________ 
 
In conclusion we believe that our candidate should target the following demographics:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
We think the five leading reasons why only 50% of Americans typically vote are:  
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http://www.census.gov/prod/3/98pubs/cenbr984.pdf 
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Should the United States adopt voter ID cards? 
 
The goal is to increase voter participation and lower the chances of electoral 
fraud. Could voter ID cards be part of the answer? 
 
 
 
YES 
The Commission on Federal Election Reform has proposed adoption of voter ID cards 
in a way that would both expand voter participation and increase confidence in the 
electoral process. 
 
Twenty-four states already require some form of identification, and 12 more states are 
considering it. We were concerned that different requirements from state to state could 
be a source of discrimination. That's why we recommended that states use the new 
driver's licenses—mandated by the "Real ID Card" Act—as a uniform standard. That 
law, which takes effect in 2008, mandates that state driver's licenses meet federal 
standards, effectively creating a national ID card. 
 
For the approximately 12 percent of citizens who lack a driver's license, we propose that 
states assume responsibility for actively seeking out those citizens to register them to 
vote and to provide them with free IDs. It will be relatively easy to find those who are 
already registered, and every additional person found will mean an expansion of voter 
participation. 
 
Some critics of voter IDs think the government cannot do this job, but Mexico and most 
poor democracies in the world have been able to register and give IDs to almost all their 
citizens. Surely the United States can do it too. Free photo IDs would also empower 
minorities, who are often charged exorbitant fees for cashing checks because they lack 
proper identification. 
 
Regardless of how one views the importance of voter IDs, I hope that they do not 
deflect attention from the urgency of fixing our electoral system. 
 
—Jimmy Carter Former President and co-chair of the Commission on Federal Election 
Reform 
 
 
NO A photo ID requirement at the polls would do much more harm than good. Up to 10 
percent of voting-age Americans (19 million people) do not have a state-issued photo 
ID. Many of them are young, poor, disabled, elderly, or people of color. A recent study 
found that among men ages 18 to 24, 36 percent of whites and 78 percent of blacks 
lacked a valid driver's license. 

Even if states provide free voter IDs for those without driver's licenses, there would still 
be the financial burden of providing the underlying documentation (like a birth 
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certificate) to obtain that "free" ID. Furthermore, absentee voters who mail in their 
ballots prove their identity through their signatures; it's unfair to deny voters at the polls 
the same opportunity. 

At the same time, a photo ID requirement would prevent very few fraudulent votes. An 
extensive investigation in Washington State uncovered less than one fraudulent vote for 
every 100,000 ballots cast in the 2004 governor's race. 

The U.S. already deserves a grade of "D" in voter participation. We trail most 
democracies in voter turnout (139th out of 172 countries); about 61 percent of our 
eligible citizens voted in 2004. A photo ID requirement would further depress 
participation and ensure that our government does not reflect the will of all Americans. 

The problem with American democracy is not voters, but unnecessary registration 
deadlines, long lines at the polls, and other hurdles like the proposed photo ID card—all 
of which diminish voter participation. 

—Spencer Overton Associate Professor of Law George Washington University 
http://teacher.scholastic.com/scholasticnews/indepth/upfront/debate/index.asp?article=d1114 
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Aim:  What are our rights and responsibilities as citizens of the United States of 
America? 

Materials:  

• Smartboard to watch naturalization clip 

• Handout “Citizens Just the Facts” 

Motivation:  Watch a clip of naturalization ceremony where the oath of allegiance is 
read.. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZdeMcnXrlc  

o Do all American citizens go through this procedure?  Why not?  

o Should citizens born in this country go through this ceremony?  Would a 
ceremony or test help native born Americans appreciate their citizenship? 

Procedure:  

1. Students complete “Citizens Just the Facts” to determine which facts are in the 
oath of allegiance.  

2. Read through the annotated Oath of Allegiance and then students should revise 
their answers to “just the facts.” 

3. Read through our rights and responsibilities as citizens and have students 
respond to the conflicts. 

Discussion questions:  

1. Do you think citizens born in the USA should have to say an oath or do 
something to prove they are deserving of citizenship? Why or why not? 

a. If so, should there be compulsory military service? National service like in 
low-income areas?   

2. When balancing the rights of the individual and public safety/ public comfort what 
should be the general rule?  

a. Should individuals have the freedom to pollute?  The freedom to bear 
weapons that can do harm?  

3. How can apathetic citizens who don’t vote be harmful to society? 
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Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Rights:  Things that you are allowed to do.  

• According to John Locke we have “Natural Rights” including life (survival), liberty 
(freedom), and property (owning things to help us survive). 

• Our founding fathers in the Declaration of Independence said “all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”   

• Below is a summary of two categories of rights.   
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As citizens we also have responsibilities: 

Personal Duties 

Things you Have to do! 

Social Responsibilities 

Things you should do! 

• Jury Duty 

• Pay taxes 

• Obey Laws 

• Register for Selective Service 

• Get an Education 

• Stay Informed 

• Tolerate others 

• Protect Public Safety 

• Register to Vote 

• Speak your mind 

As citizens our rights and responsibilities sometimes conflict.  In the 
following situations do your rights come first or your responsibilities? 

a. Do you have the right to yell “fire” in a crowded movie theatre or the 
responsibility to protect public safety? 

b. Do you have the right to wear an obnoxious/ distracting shirt to school or a 
responsibility to tolerate others? 

c. Do you have the right to camp near Wall Street and protest income 
inequality? 
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d. Do you have the right to own a handgun? What about a machinegun?  

Both citizens of the USA and the US Government have duties that it MUST do and 
responsibilities that it SHOULD do.  Yet should the law mandate some responsibilities?  

1. Should citizens be mandated to vote? If someone does not vote should they be 
penalized by a tax or fine? 

2. Should citizens be mandated to buy health insurance? If they do not should they 
be penalized by a tax or fine? 

3. Should citizens be mandated to recycle and fined if they do not?  

4. Should local governments be mandated to provide recycling services for 
garbage?  

5. Does the government have the responsibility to provide health care for its citizens 
either through government programs or government subsidies for private health 
insurance?  
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Answers to the Oath 
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UNIT 3: Current controversies involving Civil Liberties 
 

CURRICULUM GOALS 
 
By the end of this unit, students will be able to: 
 

1. Describe the history of the Bill of Rights 
2. Debate the power of government versus individual freedoms 
3. Evaluate the needs of the nation versus individual liberty 
4. Synthesize their personal viewpoints concerning controversial topics such as but not 

limited to; abortion, gay rights, gun rights, surveillance, sin taxes, euthanasia, medical 
marijuana, death penalty, drinking age, etc.  

5. Define the words bias and stereotype. 
6. Assess the importance of recognizing bias in the media. 
7. Analyze documents for bias. 
8. Compare and contrast the agendas of think tanks and/or nonprofit organizations.  

 
Common Core Learning Standards in Reading  

1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences 
from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions 
drawn from the text.  

2. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, 
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape 
meaning or tone.  

3. Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same historical event or issue by 
assessing the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence.  

4. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a question or 
solve a problem.  

5. Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging 
them with other information.  

6.  Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build 
knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take.  

 
 
Common Core Learning Standards in Writing 

1. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

2. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach.  

3. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

4. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and 
collaborate with others.  

5. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.  
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Strategies 

1. Brainstorming 
2. Cooperative Learning 
3. Use of Primary Sources 
4. Direct instruction 
5. Group Work 
6. Oral Presentations 
7. Use social science data 
8. Demonstrate decision-making techniques 
9. Communicate through oral expression 
10. Communicate through written expression  
11. Use note-taking skills 
12. Use listening skills 
13. Organize information 
14. Interpret data 
15. Synthesize information and draw conclusion 

 
 

Materials 
1. Chalkboard or preferably a smart board to show visuals 
2. Computers for research 
3. Readings and Primary Sources 
 

Assessments 
1. Group/individual presentation using new forms of technology such as Podcasts 
2. Persuasive essay in the form speeches to the class.  
3. Research issue based organizations 
4. Class debates 
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Sample Lessons 
 
Aim:  How can we uncover bias in the news? 
 
Materials: 
Smartboard or projector to show youtube clips 
Handouts: “Uncovering Media Bias” 
 
Motivation:  Show only the first 30 seconds of the following clip 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-s1f3-Tb4o (Youtube “the Voice Holland style”). 
Ask students:   

• If you had to describe this man to your friends what words would you use?  
• What type of music do you think he will perform? (Rap, Punk, soul, etc.) 

 
Show the rest of the clip and most students will be surprised by this man’s song choice.   
Discussion questions include:   

• When asked to prejudge the singer what was I really asking you to do? 
• What are stereotypes? a simplified and standardized conception or image invested with 

special meaning and held in common by members of a group. 
• What does it mean to show bias? a personal and sometimes unreasoned judgment: one-

side or prejudice  
• Is being biased or stereotyping always bad?  

o Perspective is not a bad thing. A unique point of view can be refreshing and help 
others see things in new ways. However our perspective becomes biased when it 
prevents us from objectively considering different points of view. Not even 
considering a different point of view can make it impossible to compromise.   

o The ability to distinguish friend from foe helped early humans survive, and the 
ability to quickly and automatically categorize people is a fundamental quality of 
the human mind. Categories give order to life, and every day, we group other 
people into categories based on social and other characteristics. 

 
  
Procedure and Pivotal Questions: 

1. Motivation and discussion of stereotypes prejudice and bias.  
2. Show the two articles describing the same soccer game (“Tottenham Hotspur 4-0 victory 

over the Bolton Wanderers”) on the smartboard.  Discuss how word choice can create a 
biased article.   

3. Activity: Students work on worksheet “uncovering media bias.” 
4. Discussion: 

a. When FOX quotes someone from a think tank like Citizens United does FOX 
have an obligation to explain the mission of CU? 

b. What problems can the USA face if Americans only listen to the news channels 
that support their biases?   

c. Other than word choice and sources, how else can the media show bias? See the 
following website on “News Bias Explored.” 
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http://www.umich.edu/~newsbias/index.html  
Follow-up Activities:   

• Bring in different newspapers for the same day’s news and have students compare 
how the papers report on the same day’s news.  

• Have students research different think tanks’ websites to determine their agendas.   
For a complete lesson plan go to 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/teachers/lessonplans/media/guest_9-04.html  

• Have students think “outside the box” or outside their perspective. Show the TED 
video “Weird or just different” 
http://www.ted.com/talks/derek_sivers_weird_or_just_different.html and 
challenge students to come up with customs or ideas that could be deemed weird 
but are really just different.   

 
 
 
Tottenham Hotspur 4-0 Bolton Wanderers 
Wonderful Tottenham are triumphantly through to the fifth round of the magical FA Cup after 
thrashing the clueless Bolton with ease. 
Their scorching first goal came from the magnificent Darren Anderton who took a penalty after 
an outrageous foul by the awful Mike Whitlow. 
Other goals were from the graceful Steffen Iversen after just 35 minutes and Matthew 
Etherington added to the party atmosphere after 56 minutes. 
This was followed by a hilarious own goal from Bolton's Anthony Barness after 72 minutes.   
 
 
Tottenham Hotspur 4-0 Bolton Wanderers 
Tottenham have scraped through to the fifth round of the pointless FA Cup after being very 
lucky against Bolton. 
Their fortunate first goal came from Darren Anderton who took a greedy penalty after 
supposedly being fouled by the courageous Mike Whitlow. 
Other lucky goals were from the terrible Steffen Iversen after 35 minutes and Matthew 
Etherington managed to score somehow after 56 minutes. 
This was followed by an unfortunate own goal from Bolton's usually magnificent Anthony 
Barness after 72 minutes.  
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Name: ______________ Date: ____________  Per: ______________ 
 

“Uncovering Media Bias.” 
 
Word Choice 
American Sources such as CNN have 
labeled the conflict the "War In Iraq" and 
use the term U.S.-led coalition forces. 
 

Arab sources such as Dar Al-Hayat 
regularly call the conflict the "War On 
Iraq" and use the term U.S.-led invasion 
forces. 

1. How is the word choice different between Arab sources and US sources? 
 
 
 

2. Although only two words are changed describe the hidden agenda of both 
sources? 

 
 
 
Democrats who are planning to seek Mr. 
Bush's job…expressed their dismay 
(disappointment) [at Bush's remarks]. 

Leading Democrats ... expressed their 
dismay (disappointment) [at Bush's 
remarks]. 
 

3. How is the credibility (trustworthiness) of these democrats different in both 
quotes?  
 
 

 
 
Below are excerpts from two articles on Americans feelings toward Invading Iraq in 2003.   

4. How does FOX news portray American opinion?   

5. How is this different from what the Washington Post reports?   

 

FOX News 

‘Pro-War’ Movement Springs Into 
Action 

Sunday, March 2, 2003 

NEW YORK – As time runs out for 
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein to disarm 

Washington Post 

Poll: Americans Ambivalent About Support for 
Iraq War 

Monday, March 3, 2003 

Surveys conducted since the Sept. 11, 2001 
terrorist attacks have consistently showed that a 
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or face a military thrashing from the 
United States and its allies, “pro-war” 
– or “anti-anti-war” – Americans are 
saying they have had enough of the 
recent protests in various cities at 
home and abroad. 

“We decided we can’t sit idly by while 
President Bush’s agenda, specifically 
his continuing efforts on the war on 
terror, specifically Iraq … while they 
… Democrats, the left wing and 
Hollywood … conduct a well-
coordinated, well-organized, well-
financed effort to undo the president 
and really to destroy him, because 
that’s their goal,” David Bossie, 
president of Citizens United, told 
Foxnews.com. 

majority of Americans favor military strikes 
against Iraq. But this general agreement that 
force should be used is neither absolute, 
unconditional nor uniformly shared by key 
voting groups, an analysis of recent Washington 
Post-ABC News surveys suggests. 

This ambivalence, most recently reflected in a 
Post-ABC News poll completed Sunday, raises 
questions about the depth and durability of 
public support for using force to topple Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein. The poll found that 
59 percent of respondents favor using military 
force against Iraq, even without the support of 
the U.N. Security Council. But four in 10 
supporters also said they had reservations about 
the looming conflict with Iraq. When these 
doubters are combined with opponents of 
military action, the result suggest that more than 
six in 10 Americans harbor at least some doubts 
about using force while only a third are 
unequivocally behind going to war. 

 

Check your sources 

In the above FOX News article David Bossie, president of Citizens United is quoted.  Who is 
David Bossie and what is Citizens United (CU)?  Below are quotes taken directly from the CU’s 
website.   

• From these quotes explain if CU has a certain bias or agenda for America.  Does CU have 
a conservative or liberal agenda?  Does it seem to support Republicans or Democrats?  
How do you know?    

 

 

“Citizens United produces some of the most hard-hitting and influential television commercials, 
web advertisements, and documentaries available. These products delve deeply into the issues 
that matter most to the future of our country, striking a chord with people that helps awaken them 
to the importance of a limited government, individual responsibility, free market economy, and 
traditional American values.” 
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Sample media sources produced by Citizens United: 

“Web Advertisements Web ads, 
like our 800-pound gorilla in the 
room (our national debt), have 
helped shape the debate on the 
issues that matter most to 
conservatives.”  

 

 

 

 

The Gift of Life  

 

Winner of three Telly Awards for film excellence: Silver 
for Religion/Spirituality, Bronze for Social Issues, and 
Bronze for Videography/Cinematography 
Texas Governor Rick Perry credited the film with 
changing his views on abortion 
LifeNews.com calls it an "inspirational film" and 
Concerned Women for America says it's "outstanding." 
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Aim:  Can Americans keep their freedom while maintaining American security, prosperity and 
American values?  
 
Materials: 

• Smart board to show video trailer of HBO’s Weight of the Nation and a youtube clip.  
• Handouts: “Do Americans need a Nanny” and “No-No Taxes:  Sin . . . and Soda,” “The 

Bill of Rights, Then & Now.” 
 
Motivation:  Brainstorm American values such as wealth (upward mobility), freedom, family, 
friends, safety, health, community, etc.  

• When would these values conflict with one another?  (Freedom to eat what we want but 
also stay healthy, freedom to own a gun but live in a safe community, freedom to marry 
who you want but this might be considered threatening to your community’s values) 

 
Procedure and Pivotal Questions 

1. Motivation 
2. Watch HBO trailer for their new film Weight of the Nation to show the problem the USA 

faces with obesity http://theweightofthenation.hbo.com/films/trailer and then show an ad 
funded by the beverage industry that argues against a sugar/soda tax such as 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQMJJAaY-3g&list=UUc3OU0UO8B3TXw3TU_G-
YqQ&index=3&feature=plcp   

3. Possible discussion questions include:   

a. What could be the costs of this obesity epidemic? (Medical bills, sick days at hurt 
worker productivity, etc.  According to a USA Today article obesity cost the USA 
270 Billion in 2011 alone.  See article at 
http://www.usatoday.com/yourlife/health/medical/2011-01-12-obesity-costs-300-
bilion_N.htm  

b. To what extent is the food industry responsible for the obesity epidemic?  
c. Should the government pressure the food industry or individuals to live a healthier 

lifestyle?  (the FDA already does this by requiring ‘Nutrition facts’ on all foods) 
d. Should we examine the sources of this ad and video?  
e. What is the agenda of both these sources?  Who is funding the HBO film? (Dell 

foundation, Kaiser – a health care company, etc)  vs. the “Americans against food 
taxes” which is a collection of beverage industries.   

4. Activity:  Give out the handout “Do Americans need a nanny?” Have students write the 
introduction of a speech that summarizes the controversy and makes an argument/thesis.   

i. Growing obesity in America could cost the USA up to 270 billion 
dollars a year.  Yet should the government control how much I can eat 
or drink by putting a tax on sugary foods?  This would be an absolute 
overreach in government power.   

5. Summary:  Students share their introductions.   Could have students move their seats so 
that opposing viewpoints face each other.   

6. Summary questions 
a. When is government involvement needed?  When should the government ‘mind 

its own business’?  
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i. Can simple rules be established to answer these two fundamental 
questions?  

b. With what other controversial issues must the government face? 
c. Are taxes an effective way to shape people’s behavior?  

i. Do cigarette taxes deter teens from starting to smoke? 
d. Why are Americans scared of ‘Big Brother’ or an intrusive government?  
e. Should each community with a popular vote decide these controversial issues? 
f. Do the masses always make the right decisions?  Are there times in American 

history where the majority of Americans did not treat others fairly?   
 
Follow-up activities: 

1. Read/annotate the reading “No-No Taxes:  Sin . . . and Soda.” 
2. Read “The Bill of Rights, Then & Now.”  Have students summarize the history of the 

Bill of Rights, access if they were necessary and form an opinion on one the 
controversies discussed in the article.  Or have students work in pairs to answer the 
sample questions provided by the site “Free Library.”  

3. Students (pairs) research one controversial issue.  Each student can take an opposing 
viewpoint. Students must write a persuasive speech outlining their viewpoint.  Students 
should use procon.org and the opposing viewpoints catalogue.  

a. Speeches must have a clearly identified thesis statement and be accompanied by a 
slideshow using PowerPoint, Prezi, Animoto or another media tool.  

b. Issues discussed on Procon.org include; NYC mosque, gun control, concealed 
weapons, abortion, euthanasia, medical marijuana, death penalty, drinking age, 
controlling congressional insider trading and others.   

4. Students can research nonprofit organizations and make sample advertisements.   
Example organizations could be the National Rifle Association or Planned Parenthood.   

5. Students can view a number of videos that discuss some of these controversial issues.  
Videos include the 30 days series by Morgan Spurlock.  Video topics include; Abortion, 
immigration, same-sex parenting, and gun rights.  
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Name: ________________  Date: ___________  Per: ______ 
 

“Do Americans 
need a nanny?” 

It’s Speech Time!!!  Write the 
introduction of a speech that 
summarizes the controversy and 
makes a clear argument.  Use the 
pictures to help you but do not copy 
any text from the pictures.  
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Name: __________________                                                                           Period: ___ 
No-No Taxes:  Sin . . . and Soda? 

Adapted from a lesson submitted in Economics Online for Teachers.  
  

Calling for consideration of a sugar tax, President Obama told Men’s Health magazine in July, 
2009, that “There’s no doubt our kids drink way too much soda.” In response to the President 
and to proposals for soda taxes, Coca-Cola CEO Muhtar Kent called the proposals “outrageous. . 
. I’ve never seen it work where a government tells people what to eat and what to drink. . . . If it 
worked, the Soviet Union would still be around.’’ 
And so the line is drawn.  Supporters, including the President, numerous state governors, and a 
bevy of public health advocates, argue that sugar taxes offer a double bonus – improving 
Americans’ eating habits and raising revenue.  On the other side, the soft-drink industry, some 
policy analysts, and opponents of government limits on individual choice argue that the costs in 
economic impacts and reduced freedom outweigh any hoped-for (but far from certain) benefits.  
Although discussed in summer, 2009, the sugar tax failed to make it out of Congress.  But, in 
2010, the battle moved to state and local governments.  New York Governor Paterson endorses a 
by-the-ounce levy; localities have banned new fast food restaurant construction, and school 
districts have removed sugary drinks and candy from vending machines.  
 
Soda Tax Could Shake Up Industry                                                    Kelley Weiss, NPR, 
10/14/2009 
. . . [T]he director of Yale's Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity, Kelly Brownell, says the 
[soda] tax would have a big payoff. 
  
"Using a tax, much as has happened with tobacco, to try to change consumption patterns in a 
way that would benefit overall public health and provide a very much-needed revenue for 
programs, seems like a home run.” 
. . . In a New England Journal of Medicine article out this month, Brownell and several other 
public health experts argue that a . . . penny-an-ounce federal soda tax could generate $150 
billion in the next 10 years. 
  
. . . But American Beverage Association spokesman Kevin Keane says you can't compare 
tobacco taxes and soda taxes.  "You can have a soft drink and be a healthy person," says Keane. 
"You can't say the same about smoking." 
  
. . . "We have some economic data that shows there'd be $22 billion lost in economic output," 
Keane says, "whether it's jobs, whether it's people buying less product, etc. But there's no doubt, 
and we concede that it would affect sales."   
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=113634715 
 
It shouldn’t surprise anyone that sugar tax proposals generate tremendous resistance from the 
soft-drink industry. Faced with a threat to the bottom line, the industry spent over $18 million 
lobbying Congress in 2009.  
While Muhtar Kent’s underlying concern over reduced sales is appropriate to his role as CEO 
and consistent with the marching orders he gets from the millions of stockholders who have 
invested in Coca-Cola’s success, it does seem to ignore that taxes designed to raise revenue and 
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influence people’s behavior – so-called sin taxes – are nothing new in the United States.  Taxes 
that raise the price and cost of consuming alcohol and tobacco have long been reliable sources of 
government revenue, and there is evidence that sugar taxes could be equally dependable in filling 
treasuries. 
 
Proposed Tax on Sugary Beverages Debated            William Neuman, New York Times, 
Sept. 2009 
[A review of research, published in the New England Journal of Medicine]. . .  on price elasticity 
for soft drinks . . . has shown that for every 10 percent rise in price, consumption declines 8 to 10 
percent. 
John Sicher, the publisher of Beverage Digest, a trade publication, said that a two-liter bottle of 
soda sells for about $1.35. At 67.6 ounces, if the full tax [of a penny/ounce] was passed on to 
consumers, that would add 50 percent to the price. A 12-can case, which sells today for about 
$3.20, could rise by $1.44, a 45 percent increase. 
“A one cent per ounce tax would create serious problems and potentially adversely impact sales 
for the American beverage industry,” Mr. Sicher said. 
[Not everyone agrees with Sicher.] . . .  “I think we should be satisfied that soda taxes would be 
having a modest effect on consumption but would generate billions of dollars that could be used 
to mount public health campaigns,” said Michael Jacobson, executive director of the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest, an advocacy group that favors such a tax. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/17/business/17soda.html?_r=1&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss 
 
Who Decides What’s Good for You? 
Others, outside the beverage industry, are less concerned with the bottom line and more with the 
social and philosophical implications of sin taxes, or "punishing people for enjoying life once in 
a while," as one detractor put it. (http://wellness.blogs.time.com/2010/03/10/study-sin-taxes-promote-
healthier-food-choices/ )  
  
Sin taxes are for our own good.  The basic idea sounds reasonable enough. Why not have the 
government nudge citizens along the path to righteousness by making bad choices more 
expensive?  
  
Even advocates of soda taxes admit that the costs will be borne disproportionately by the poor, 
who spend a larger percentage of their income on soda than other groups. Nonetheless, 
politicians continue the long tradition of taxing the wazoo out of a can of Coke while leaving 
upscale beverages and luxury foods sin-tax-free. Eight ounces of Naked's Mighty Mango juice 
($3.79 a bottle at Whole Foods) contains slightly more sugar than the same serving of cola, while 
diet soft drinks have the same calorie count as water. But nationwide, fancy juices and venti 
mocha Frappuccinos remain almost completely untouched by sin surcharges, while a bodega 
bottle of Sprite brings down the wrath of the taxman.  

 
Should non-diet soda have an added tax like cigarettes or liquor? 
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1791: The Bill of Rights, then & now: the first 
10 amendments to the Constitution are still sparking debate 220 

years after they were ratified. 
By Veronica Majerol.  New York Times Upfront 12/12/2011 vol #144 no. 7 

 
Across the Middle East this year throngs of people took to the streets in the hope of replacing 
their autocratic governments with more-democratic ones.  
 
Tunisia and Egypt are now in the throes of transition after ousting their leaders early this year. 
And much like a nation that threw off the shackles of tyranny more than two centuries ago, 
they've begun drafting new constitutions and at least discussing provisions to protect 
fundamental liberties, like freedom of speech, worship, political expression, and a right to due 
process of law.  
 
Those freedoms should sound familiar to anyone who's read the first 10 amendments to the 
United States Constitution, known as the Bill of Rights. Ratified 220 years ago, it continues to 
serve as one of the foundations of American democracy, and an inspiration to many around the 
world.  
 
A Newborn Nation  
 
"There is no document in the history of the United States more critical to the protection of the 
rights of American citizens than the Bill of Rights," says Andrew Cayton, a professor of history 
at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.  
 
But despite the example it still provides to budding democracies around the world, the Bill of 
Rights has long stirred debate. Indeed, the question of whether a Bill of Rights was even 
necessary sharply divided the Founding Fathers. Today, it still has Americans debating--not only 
about what the Framers really meant but also about how the Supreme Court should interpret the 
document in the modern world.  
 
After America won its independence from Great Britain in the Revolutionary War (1775-83), 
delegates from 12 of the 13 states * at the 1787 Constitutional Convention fiercely debated what 
kind of government should be established. On the one hand, they understood that the Articles of 
Confederation, which had created a weak government, needed to be strengthened. At the same 
time, they wanted to make sure that the states and individuals didn't give up basic freedoms.  
 
"They had just come out of fighting for eight long years against Great Britain, who they thought 
had violated various rights that British subjects were entitled to," says Cayton. "So they were 
very sensitive to the idea of a government having big powers."  
 
The Constitution--which John Adams once called the result of "the greatest single effort of 
national deliberation that the world has ever seen"--laid out a carefully calibrated structure for 
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the new American nation, balancing the powers of the three branches of government, as well as 
the relationship between the federal government and the states.  
 
But many people at the time thought the Constitution was incomplete. During the ratification 
debates of 1787 and 1788, detractors said the Constitution lacked protections for fundamental 
rights, like freedom of speech and the right to worship as one chooses. It lacked, in other words, 
a bill of rights.  
 
Anti-Federalists, those who opposed the Constitution for a variety of reasons, said the 
shortcoming was so grave that states should refuse to ratify the Constitution. George Mason, a 
Virginia planter, was among them. He said he'd "sooner chop off my right hand than put it to the 
Constitution as it now stands."  
 
James Madison and other supporters of the Constitution--the Federalists--offered a compromise: 
They agreed to propose a set of constitutional amendments in the first session of Congress.  
 
With Madison's promise in mind, key states like Massachusetts, Maryland, Virginia, and New 
York voted for the Constitution, which took effect in March 1789.  
 
'Unnecessary & Dangerous'  
 
Later that year, Madison was elected to the first House of Representatives, and he promptly 
introduced a series of amendments based on rights in state constitutions and other foundational 
legal documents from around the world, including Britain's 1689 Bill of Rights.  
 
Though he kept his word to the anti-Federalists, Madison actually thought that the amendments 
were "unnecessary and dangerous." Unnecessary, he said, because the Constitution had not 
granted the government the powers that the Bill of Rights would guard against. And dangerous 
because any rights not on the list might be thought to be unprotected. (Amendment 9 was 
included to allay that fear; see page 19.)  
 
Despite those misgivings, Congress agreed, by the required two-thirds majorities of the House 
and Senate, to approve Madison's handiwork. In September 1789, it sent 12 amendments to the 
states for ratification: That's right, 12, of which only 10 were initially adopted (see box, facing 
page).  
 
On Dec. 15, 1791, Virginia became the 11th state (of what were by then 14 states) to ratify 10 of 
the amendments. That fulfilled the constitutional requirement of ratification by three-quarters of 
the states, and the Bill of Rights became the first 10 amendments to the Constitution.  
 
Debates over what they mean, however, are still going strong. For example, it took 219 years for 
the Supreme Court to finally answer the question of whether the Second Amendment grants 
individuals or just militias the right to have guns. The Court ruled in McDonald v. Chicago last 
year that the amendment applies to individuals.  
 
Still Stirring Controversy  
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And the resolution of three big debates in the news right now--the government's use of 
technology for surveillance, the legal rights of terrorism suspects, and the Tea Party's call for a 
less-powerful federal government--may hinge on how the Supreme Court interprets the 220-
year-old Bill of Rights:  
 
* Government Surveillance & Technology: A case now before the high court asks the Justices 
whether police need a warrant to track a suspect's car using GPS. The issue involves the Fourth 
Amendment, which protects against "unreasonable searches and seizures."  
 
Prosecutors say the technology is a harmless tool that helps police do their job. But during 
arguments for the case last month, Justice Stephen Breyer said the idea of the government 
tracking citizens through technologies "sounds like 1984," George Orwell's futuristic novel in 
which "Big Brother" is always watching.  
 

• Civil Liberties & Terrorism Suspects: Ever since 9/11, Americans have debated whether 
terrorism suspects deserve the protections accorded by the Bill of Rights. In 2008, the 
Supreme Court ruled they have the right to challenge their detention at Guantanamo Bay, 
the U.S. naval base in Cuba where hundreds have been imprisoned since 2002. But other 
questions remain, including whether they should be read Miranda rights (advising them 
of the right to an attorney and to remain silent); and whether it's constitutional to 
assassinate a terror suspect without trial, as the Obama administration did recently with 
Anwar al-Awlaki, an American-born radical cleric who had preached violence against 
Americans from a base in Yemen.  

 
* States' Rights: Long one of the more obscure amendments, the 10th has made a comeback in 
recent years. Members of the Tea Party (seep. 12) say that the federal government has grown too 
large and is encroaching on states' rights, which are protected by the 10th Amendment. One of 
their biggest gripes has been with President Obama's 2010 health care bill, which imposes a 
penalty on individuals who don't buy health insurance. The Supreme Court will hear challenges 
to the bill's constitutionality this spring.  
 
Americans may not all agree on how the courts should rule on such difficult questions, but 
openly debating these issues and taking the government to task when it fails to live up to its 
ideals are only possible because of the very protections enshrined in the Bill of Rights. It helps to 
ensure, in other words, that the people have a voice--an essential ingredient for the health of any 
democracy.  
 
"This document guarantees that our government cannot tell us to shut up, it allows people like 
the Tea Party and Occupy movement to protest, to gather, to do all these kinds of things," says 
Cayton, the history professor. "Without a Bill of Rights, who knows what people in government 
might decide to do."  
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1ST Amendment  
 
The government can't establish a national religion or prevent people from worshipping as they choose. 
Also guaranteed: freedom of speech and of the press (above), as well as the right to protest against the 
government.  
 
2ND Amendment  
 
Just last year, the Supreme Court ruled that the right of "the people" to bear arms applies not only to 
militias but also to ordinary citizens, settling a 219-year debate.  
 
3RD Amendment  
 
In peacetime, the government can't force people to house soldiers. That may sound bizarre now, but 
being forced to quarter British soldiers was one of the things that angered American colonists before 
the Revolution.  
 
4TH Amendment  
 
Protects against "unreasonable searches and seizures." That means police can't search your house or car 
without a warrant. Amendments 4 through 8 protect the rights of the accused in the justice system.  
 
5TH Amendment  
 
Protects against "double jeopardy" (being tried twice for the same crime) and says suspects may remain 
silent during an arrest, in court, or when testifying before Congress. (Above, Oliver North "taking the 
Fifth" before Congress in 1986.)  
 
6TH Amendment  
 
Criminal defendants are entitled to public and speedy trials and impartial juries, and they have a right to 
an attorney. Most debates about the treatment of terrorism suspects since 9/11 have focused on the 
Sixth Amendment.  
 
7TH Amendment Calls for jury trials in civil cases where a minimum amount of money is at stake. The 
original amount was $20, but today the threshold is generally $75,000.  
 
8TH Amendment  
 
Protects against "cruel and unusual punishments" and prohibits excessive fines and bail. The decades-
long debate over the constitutionality of the death penalty hinges on the Eighth Amendment.  
 
9TH Amendment Says that just because a right isn't specified doesn't mean you don't have it. The right 
to privacy, for example, isn't mentioned in the Constitution, but some say it's implied in the First 
(privacy of beliefs) and Fourth (privacy at home) amendments.  
 
10TH Amendment  
 
A Tea Party favorite, it says that powers not explicitly given to the federal government belong to the 
states. State responsibilities include marriage and divorce, taxing and spending, and licensing drivers 
and businesses.  
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Sample Questions on “The Bill of Rights, Then and Now.” 
Taken from 
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/1791%3A+The+Bill+of+Rights,+then+%26+now%3
A+the+first+10+amendments+to+the...-a0274699687  
 

1. Why did some of the Founding Fathers argue that the U.S. Constitution 
should include a list of individual freedoms? What experiences might have 
prompted their concerns?  

 
2. Why did many Federalists feet that a Bill of Rights was unnecessary or 

even dangerous?  
 

3. In your opinion, has history proved that the Bill of Rights was indeed 
necessary? Explain, using specific examples.  

 
4. Which amendments in the Bill of Rights do you think were most prized by 

Americans in the late 18th century? Which ones do you think are most 
prized today? How do you explain this consistency or change over time?  
 

5. What challenges have advances in technology posed for Supreme Court 
Justices trying to interpret the Bill of Rights?  
 

6. What right(s), if any, would you like to see protected in a future 
constitutional amendment? Explain.  
 

7. In your opinion, do terrorism suspects have a right to due process of law? 
Why or why not?  
 

 
WRITING PROMPT  
 

8. Which of the Liberties guaranteed in the Bill of Rights do you value most? 
Why? Write an essay explaining your selection.  

 
DEBATE  
 

9. Take a side: Is tracking a suspect's vehicle using GPS technology an 
example of an "unreasonable search and seizure" and therefore prohibited 
under the Bill of Rights? Why or why not?  
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UNIT%4:%National%Issues%

%

CURRICULUM%GOALS%

%

By%the%end%of%this%unit,%students%will%be%able%to:%

%

• Describe*the*key*national*issues*that*are*impacting*our*nation**
• Evaluate*the*historical*circumstances*of*each*issue*
• Explain*their*own*individual*stance*on*each*issue*with*relevant*facts*
• Understand*the*varies*stances*and*platforms*for*each*issue*
• Describe*their*own*vision*for*the*solution*of*the*national*issue*

*
***

Common%Core%Learning%Standards%in%Reading%%

1. Read*closely*to*determine*what*the*text*says*explicitly*and*to*make*logical*
inferences*from*it;*cite*specific*textual*evidence*when*writing*or*speaking*to*
support*conclusions*drawn*from*the*text.**

2.***Interpret*words*and*phrases*as*they*are*used*in*a*text,*including*determining*
technical,*connotative,*and*figurative*meanings,*and*analyze*how*specific*word*
choices*shape*meaning*or*tone.**

3.* Assess*how*point*of*view*or*purpose*shapes*the*content*and*style*of*a*text.*
4.* Analyze*how*two*or*more*texts*address*similar*themes*or*topics*in*order*to*build*

knowledge*or*to*compare*the*approaches*the*authors*take.**
*

%

Common%Core%Learning%Standards%in%Writing%

1. Write*arguments*to*support*claims*in*an*analysis*of*substantive*topics*or*texts*using*
valid*reasoning*and*relevant*and*sufficient*evidence.*%

2. Produce*clear*and*coherent*writing*in*which*the*development,*organization,*and*
style*are*appropriate*to*task,*purpose,*and*audience.*%

3. Use*technology,*including*the*Internet,*to*produce*and*publish*writing*and*to*
interact*and*collaborate*with*others.*%

4. Conduct*short*as*well*as*more*sustained*research*projects*based*on*focused*
questions,*demonstrating*understanding*of*the*subject*under*investigation.*%

*
*
Strategies%

1. Brainstorming*
2. Cooperative*Learning*
3. Use*of*Primary*Sources*
4. Direct*instruction*
5. ThinkRpairRshare*
6. Jigsaw*
7. Group*Work*
8. Oral*Presentations*
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9. Use*social*science*data*
10. Demonstrate*decisionRmaking*techniques*
11. Communicate*through*oral*expression*
12. Communicate*through*written*expression**
13. Use*noteRtaking*skills*
14. Use*listening*skills*
15. Organize*information*
16. Interpret*data*
17. Synthesize*information*and*draw*conclusion*
18. Analyze*graphs*
*

%

Materials%

1. Chalkboard*or*preferably*a*smart*board*to*show*visuals*
2. Computers*for*research*
3. Readings*and*Primary*Sources*

%

%

Assessments%

1. Group*project/presentation*using*new*forms*of*technology*such*as*Podcasts*
**

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Lesson%Plan%#1:%National%IssuesHSocial%Security%and%Energy*
%*
Aim:%How*will*the*national*issues*of*social*security*and*energy*impact*this*generation*and*
the*next?***
**
Materials:**
•*Multiple*copies*of*your*local*newspapers*or*magazines****
•*Chalk*or*dry*board*and*markers**
***
Procedure:**
1.*Warm*Up*R*Complete*a*“Think,*Pair,*Share”*activity*to*help*students*identify*issues*that*
are*important*in*their*community.**Follow*the*steps*outlined*below.**
•*Think*of*3R4*issues*that*are*important*locally*or*identify*current*statewide*and*national*
issues*that*have*local*implications.**
•*Pair*with*a*partner*and*compile*a*list*of*the*issues*you*have*identified.**
•*Share*your*answers*with*the*class.**
**
2.***Instruct*students*to*look*through*several*newspapers,*magazines,*and*online*resources.*
Allow*approximately*20*minutes*to*complete.**
**
3.***After*students*finishes*separate*them*into*groups*of*4R5*in*order*to*analyze*data.***
(Space*between*teams*is*helpful*to*accommodate*lively*discussions.)**
**
4.***Once*divided,*ask*students*to*sort*their*research*into*categories.*If*needed,*provide*
examples*of*topic*categories*such*as:**

• Background*
• Facts*
• Stances*
• Solutions*

***
5.***Discuss*responses*to*the*following*questions.**
**
•*According*to*your*research,*what*is*the*most*important*issue*or*problem*in*your*nation*
•*Do*you*agree*with*this?*Why*or*why*not?**
•*What*is*the*least*important*problem*in*our*nation?*Why?**
•*How*can*this*information*help*you*choose*an*issue*to*address*in*your*nation?**
•*Are*there*any*issues*missing*from*this*list?**
*
Summary:*WrapRup*the*day’s*lesson*asking*the*students*to*take*a*minute*to*answer*the*
following*questions*in*writing:*
*

1.) What*are*the*positives*and*negative*of*the*privatization*of*Social*Security?**
2.) How*will*the*decisions*of*today*impact*the*generations*of*tomorrow?**
3.) What*are*the*alternative*energy*sources*that*the*United*States*are*exploring*

today?*
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Name:*_________________________________________________* Date:*_________________________________*
Participation*in*Government* * * * Social*Studies*Department*

*
Social*Security*&*Energy*

Directions:**
* 1.*Log*in*to*the*computer*
* 2.*Type*in*the*following*web*address:*www.ontheissues.org*
* 3.*Click*on*issues*on*the*tool*bar*at*the*top*of*the*screen*

4.%Click*on*Social*Security*and*read*the*background*information*and*answer**
**********the*questions*below.**

5.*After*you*have*read*the*background*information,*scroll*to*the*bottom*of*the*page*
and*click*on*Barack*Obama*and*Mitt*Romney*in*order*to*see*his*views*and*plans*
about*Social*Security.*Read*his*policies*and*answer*the*accompanying*questions.**
6.*Click*on*Energy*and*Oil*and*read*the*background*information*and*answer*the*
background*questions*below.**
7.*After*you*have*read*the*background*information,*scroll*to*the*bottom*of*the*page*
and*click*on*Barack*Obama*and*Mitt*Romney*in*order*to*see*his*views*and*plans*
about*energy*and*oil.*Read*his*policies*and*answer*the*accompanying*questions.*

*
Background%on%Social%Security%Questions%

1.*What*is*the*Social*Security*Trust*Fund?**
*
*
*
2.*What*is*the*Lockbox*Bill?**
*
*
*
3.*How*do*liberals*feel*about*the*privatization*of*Social*Security?*What*about*moderate*
liberals?**
*
*
*
*
*
4.*How*do*conservatives*feel*about*the*privatization*of*Social*Security?*What*about*
moderate*conservatives?**
*
*
*
Barack%Obama’s%Views%on%Social%Security%Questions%

1.*How*does*Barack*Obama*suggest*Social*Security*problems*are*fixed?**
*
*
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2.*How*does*Obama*feel*about*the*privatization*of*Social*Security?*How*does*he*plan*to*
prevent*it?**
*
*
*
3.*How*does*Obama*feel*the*wealthy*can*aid*in*the*protection*of*Social*Security*for*the*
approximately*78*million*people*who*will*be*retiring*over*the*next*two*decades?**
*
*
*
*
4.*What*is*the*purpose*of*Obama’s*Working*Families*Savings*Accounts?**
*
*
*
*
*
5.*Do*you*agree*with*Obama’s*views*on*Social*Security?*Why*or*why*not?**
*
*
*
*
6.*How*has*Obama*voted*in*regards*to*Social*Security?*Give*examples.**
*
*
*
*
*
7.*What*are*your*suggestions*for*handling*Social*Security?**
*
*
Background%Questions%about%Energy%and%Oil%

1.*What*is*the*Gas*Tax*Holiday?*How*did*Obama*feel*about*the*proposed*Gas*Tax*Holiday?**
*
*
*
*
2.*Both*liberals*and*conservatives*believe*in*energy*independence.*How*does*each*size*
propose*we*become*energy*independent?**
*
*
*
*
*
3.*How*do*liberals*propose*dealing*with*the*various*energy*issues?*Give*examples.***
*
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4.*How*do*conservatives*feel*about*the*various*energy*issues?*Give*examples.**
*
*
*
*
*
*
5.*How*would*climate*change*impact*the*United*States?*Give*the*examples*listed.**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Barack%Obama’s%Views%on%Energy%and%Oil%

1.*How*does*Obama*suggest*we*reduce*our*dependence*on*foreign*oil?*How*much*will*it*
cost?*How*long*will*it*take?**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
2.*Obama*is*against*the*Gas*Tax*Holiday*proposed*by*Hillary*Clinton.*How*does*Obama*plan*
to*handle*gas*crisis*situations*like*we*saw*this*past*summer?**
*
*
*
*
*
3.*According*to*Obama,*how*do*we*reduce*the*consumption*of*energy*and*become*more*
efficient?**
*
*
*
*
*
4.*How*does*Obama*feel*about*nuclear*power*as*an*alternative*energy*source?*Give*
examples.**
*
*
*
*
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5.*How*would*Obama*push*for*greater*fuel*efficiency*from*auto*makers?**
*
*
*
*
*
6.*How*does*Obama*plan*to*tackle*global*warming?*Give*examples.**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
7.*How*has*Obama*voted*on*these*issues*in*the*past?*Give*examples.**
*
*
*
*
*
*
8.*Do*you*agree*or*disagree*with*Obama’s*views*on*oil*and*energy?*Why*or*why*not.**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
9.*How*do*you*think*the*energy*and*oil*situation*should*be*handled?*Give*suggestions.**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Lesson%Plan%#2:%National%IssuesHForeign%Policy*
%*
Aim:%Is*the*War*in*Afghanistan*worth*fighting*for?***
**
Materials:**
•*Multiple*copies*of*your*local*newspapers*or*magazines****
•*Chalk*or*dry*board*and*markers**
***
Procedure:**
1.*Warm*Up*R*Complete*a*“Think,*Pair,*Share”*activity*to*help*students*identify*issues*that*
are*important*in*their*community.**
**
2.**The*student*will*be*broken*up*into*4R6*groups*depending*on*the*size*of*the*class.**
**
3.**Each*group*will*be*given*their*stance*on*the*War*in*Afghanistan.*Each*group*will*then*be*
asked*to*research*their*stance*with*articles*and*Internet*sources*and*to*complete*their*
graphic*organizer.***
**
4.**Each*group*will*then*jigsaw*to*another*group*to*present*their*stance*on*the*war.*
Students*will*actively*take*notes*on*the*different*stances*on*the*issue.*
*
5.*Each*group*will*debate*their*stance*based*on*the*following*questions.*
**
Summary:*WrapRup*the*day’s*lesson*asking*the*students*to*take*a*minute*to*answer*the*
following*questions*in*writing:*
*

• Is*your*position*in*support*of*continuing*the*War*in*Afghanistan?*Why*or*why*not?*
• If*you*support*the*war,*how*long*do*you*intend*to*be*there?**
• If*you*are*against*the*war,*when*will*you*remove*troops?*How*will*you*prevent*

another*terrorist*attack*from*occurring?*
• Is*the*War*in*Afghanistan*worth*fighting*for?***

**
**
**
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Name:*___________________________________________________________* Date:*_________________________*
Participation*in*Government* * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

*
Facts*about*the*War*in*Afghanistan*

*
The*war*officially*began*on:*__________________________________*
*
To*date,*how*many*American*lives*have*been*lost:*__________________*
*
The*U.S.*has*spent*______________________*on*the*war.**
*
_______*of*Afghanis*surveyed*want*U.S.*and*NATO*troops*out*of*Afghanistan*
*
_______*of*Afghanis*surveyed*support*a*reconciliation*between*the*Taliban*and*the*
Afghan*government.**
*
Does*this*pose*a*problem*if*the*U.S.*were*to*withdraw*completely*from*Afghanistan?*
(Discuss*with*your*group*and*explain*below.)*
*
*
*
*
Define:**
Taliban:**
*
*
*
Al*Qaeda:*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Now*you*decide…*
*

•Is*your*position*in*support*of*continuing*the*War*in*Afghanistan?*Why*or*
why*not?*

*
*

•If*you*support*the*war,*how*long*do*you*intend*to*be*there?**
*
*

•If*you*are*against*the*war,*when*will*you*remove*troops?*How*will*you*
prevent*another*terrorist*attack*from*occurring?*

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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Time%
Monday,%Aug.%09,%2010%

Afghan%Women%and%the%Return%of%

the%Taliban%
By%Aryn%Baker%/%Kabul%

%

The*Taliban*pounded*on*the*door*just*before*midnight,*demanding*that*Aisha,*18,*be*

punished*for*running*away*from*her*husband's*house.*They*dragged*her*to*a*mountain*

clearing*near*her*village*in*the*southern*Afghan*province*of*Uruzgan,*ignoring*her*protests*

that*her*inRlaws*had*been*abusive,*that*she*had*no*choice*but*to*escape.*Shivering*in*the*

cold*air*and*blinded*by*the*flashlights*trained*on*her*by*her*husband's*family,*she*faced*her*

spouse*and*accuser.*Her*inRlaws*treated*her*like*a*slave,*Aisha*pleaded.*They*beat*her.*If*

she*hadn't*run*away,*she*would*have*died.*Her*judge,*a*local*Taliban*commander,*was*

unmoved.*Later,*he*would*tell*Aisha's*uncle*that*she*had*to*be*made*an*example*of*lest*

other*girls*in*the*village*try*to*do*the*same*thing.*The*commander*gave*his*verdict,*and*men*

moved*in*to*deliver*the*punishment.*Aisha's*brotherRinRlaw*held*her*down*while*her*

husband*pulled*out*a*knife.*First*he*sliced*off*her*ears.*Then*he*started*on*her*nose.*Aisha*

passed*out*from*the*pain*but*awoke*soon*after,*choking*on*her*own*blood.*The*men*had*left*

her*on*the*mountainside*to*die.*

This*didn't*happen*10*years*ago,*when*the*Taliban*ruled*Afghanistan.*It*happened*last*year.*

Now*hidden*in*a*secret*women's*shelter*in*the*relative*safety*of*Kabul,*where*she*was*

taken*after*receiving*care*from*U.S.*forces,*Aisha*recounts*her*tale*in*a*monotone,*her*eyes*

flat*and*distant.*She*listens*obsessively*to*the*news*on*a*small*radio*that*she*keeps*by*her*

side.*Talk*that*the*Afghan*government*is*considering*some*kind*of*political*accommodation*

with*the*Taliban*is*the*only*thing*that*elicits*an*emotional*response.*"They*are*the*people*

that*did*this*to*me,"*she*says,*touching*the*jagged*bridge*of*scarred*flesh*and*bone*that*

frames*the*gaping*hole*in*an*otherwise*beautiful*face.*"How*can*we*reconcile*with*them?"*
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That*is*exactly*what*the*Afghan*government*plans*to*do.*In*June,*President*Hamid*Karzai*

established*a*peace*council*tasked*with*exploring*negotiations*with*Afghanistan's*"upset*

brothers,"*as*he*calls*the*Taliban.*A*month*later,*Tom*Malinowski,*the*Washington*

advocacy*director*for*Human*Rights*Watch,*a*New*York*—*based*NGO,*flew*to*Kabul*

seeking*assurances*that*human*rights*would*be*protected*in*the*course*of*negotiations.*

During*their*conversation,*Karzai*mused*on*the*cost*of*the*conflict*in*human*lives*and*

wondered*aloud*if*he*had*any*right*to*talk*about*human*rights*when*so*many*were*dying.*

"He*essentially*asked*me,"*says*Malinowski,*"What*is*more*important,*protecting*the*right*

of*a*girl*to*go*to*school*or*saving*her*life?"*How*Karzai*and*his*international*allies*answer*

that*question*will*have*farRreaching*consequences.*Aisha*has*no*doubt.*"The*Taliban*are*

not*good*people,"*she*says.*"If*they*come*back,*the*situation*will*be*worse*for*everyone."*

But*for*others,*the*rights*of*Afghan*women*are*only*one*aspect*of*a*complex*situation.*How*

that*situation*will*eventually*be*ordered*remains*unclear.*

As*the*war*in*Afghanistan*enters*its*ninth*year,*the*need*for*an*exit*strategy*weighs*on*the*

minds*of*U.S.*policymakers.*The*publication*of*some*90,000*documents*on*the*war*by*the*

freedomRofRinformation*activists*at*WikiLeaks*—*working*with*the*New*York*Times,*the*

Guardian*in*London*and*the*German*newsmagazine*Der-Spiegel*—*has*intensified*

international*debate.*Though*the*documents*mainly*consist*of*lowRlevel*intelligence*

reports,*taken*together*they*reveal*a*war*in*which*a*shadowy*insurgency*shows*

determined*resilience;*where*fighting*that*enemy*often*claims*the*lives*of*innocent*

civilians;*and*where*supposed*allies,*like*Pakistan's*security*services,*are*suspected*of*

playing*a*deadly*double*game.*Allegations*of*fraud*and*corruption*in*the*Afghan*

government*have*exasperated*Congress,*as*has*evidence*that*the*billions*of*dollars*spent*

training*and*equipping*the*Afghan*security*forces*have*so*far*achieved*little.*In*May,*the*

U.S.*death*toll*passed*1,000.*As*frustrations*mount*over*a*war*that*even*top*U.S.*

commanders*think*is*not*susceptible*to*a*purely*military*solution,*demands*intensify*for*a*
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political*way*out*of*the*quagmire.*

Such*an*outcome,*it*is*assumed,*would*involve*a*reconciliation*with*the*Taliban*or,*at*the*

very*least,*some*elements*within*its*fold.*But*without*safeguards,*that*would*pose*

significant*risks*to*the*very*women*U.S.*Secretary*of*State*Hillary*Clinton*promised*in*May*

not*to*abandon.*"We*will*stand*with*you*always,"*she*said*to*female*members*of*Karzai's*

delegation*in*Washington.*Afghan*women*are*not*convinced.*They*fear*that*in*the*quest*for*

a*quick*peace,*their*progress*may*be*sidelined.*"Women's*rights*must*not*be*the*sacrifice*

by*which*peace*is*achieved,"*says*Fawzia*Koofi,*the*former*Deputy*Speaker*of*Afghanistan's*

parliament.*

Yet*that*may*be*where*negotiations*are*heading.*In*December,*President*Obama*set*a*July*

2011*deadline*for*the*beginning*of*a*drawdown*of*U.S.*troops*from*Afghanistan.*That*has*

made*Taliban*leaders*feel*they*have*the*upper*hand.*In*negotiations,*the*Taliban*will*be*

advocating*a*version*of*an*Afghan*state*in*line*with*their*own*conservative*views,*

particularly*on*the*issue*of*women's*rights,*which*they*deem*a*Western*concept*that*

contravenes*Islamic*teaching.*Already*there*is*a*growing*acceptance*that*some*concessions*

to*the*Taliban*are*inevitable*if*there*is*to*be*genuine*reconciliation.*"You*have*to*be*

realistic,"*says*a*senior*Western*diplomat*in*Kabul,*who*spoke*on*the*condition*of*

anonymity.*"We*are*not*going*to*be*sending*troops*and*spending*money*forever.*There*will*

have*to*be*a*compromise,*and*sacrifices*will*have*to*be*made."*Which*sounds*

understandable.*But*who,*precisely,*will*be*asked*to*make*the*sacrifice?*

Stepping%Out:*When*the*U.S.*and*its*allies*went*to*war*in*Afghanistan*in*2001*with*the*aim*

of*removing*the*safe*haven*that*the*Taliban*had*provided*for*alRQaeda,*it*was*widely*hoped*

that*the*women*of*the*country*would*be*liberated*from*a*regime*that*denied*them*

education*and*jobs,*forced*them*indoors*and*violently*punished*them*for*infractions*of*a*

strict*interpretation*of*Islamic*law.*Under*the*Taliban,*who*ruled*Afghanistan*from*1996*to*
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2001,*women*accused*of*adultery*were*stoned*to*death;*those*who*flashed*a*bare*ankle*

from*under*the*shroud*of*a*burqa*were*whipped.*Koofi*remembers*being*beaten*on*the*

street*for*forgetting*to*remove*the*polish*from*her*nails*after*her*wedding.*"We*were*not*

even*allowed*to*laugh*out*loud,"*she*says.*

It*wasn't*always*so.*Kabul*40*years*ago*was*considered*the*playground*of*Central*Asia,*a*

city*where*girls*wore*jeans*to*the*university*and*fashionable*women*went*to*parties*

sporting*Chanel*miniskirts.*These*days*the*streets*of*Kabul*once*again*echo*with*the*

laughter*of*girls*on*their*way*to*school,*dressed*in*uniforms*of*black*coats*and*white*

headscarves.*Women*have*rejoined*the*workforce*and*can*sign*up*for*the*police*and*the*

army.*Article*83*of*the*constitution*mandates*that*at*least*25%*of*parliamentary*seats*go*to*

female*representatives.*

During*Taliban*times,*women's*voices*were*banned*from*the*radio,*and*TV*was*forbidden,*

but*last*month*a*female*anchor*interviewed*a*former*Taliban*leader*on*a*national*

broadcast.*Under*the*Taliban,*Robina*Muqimyar*Jalalai,*one*of*Afghanistan's*first*two*

female*Olympic*athletes,*spent*her*girlhood*locked*behind*the*walls*of*her*family*

compound.*Now*she*is*running*for*parliament*and*wants*a*sports*ministry*created,*which*

she*hopes*to*lead.*"We*have*women*boxers*and*women*footballers,"*she*says.*"I*go*running*

in*the*stadium*where*the*Taliban*used*to*play*football*with*women's*heads."*But*Muqimyar*

says*she*will*never*take*these*changes*for*granted.*"If*the*Taliban*come*back,*I*will*lose*

everything*that*I*have*gained*over*the*past*nine*years."*

It*would*be*easy*to*dismiss*such*fears*as*premature.*The*Taliban*leadership*has*not*yet*

shown*any*inclination*to*reconcile*with*Karzai's*government.*But*a*program*to*reintegrate*

into*society*soRcalled*10Rdollar*Talibs*—*lowRlevel*insurgents*who*fight*for*cash*or*over*

local*grievances*—*is*already*in*place.*Koofi*worries*that*such*accommodations*may*be*the*

first*step*down*a*slippery*slope.*Reintegrating*lowRlevel*Taliban*could*mean*that*men*like*
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those*who*ordered*and*carried*out*Aisha's*punishment*would*be*eligible*for*the*training*

and*employment*opportunities*paid*for*by*international*donors*—*without*having*to*

account*for*their*actions.*"The*government*of*Afghanistan*needs*to*make*it*clear,*not*just*

by*speaking*but*by*action*and*policy,*that*women's*rights*will*be*guaranteed,"*says*Koofi.*

"If*they*don't,*if*they*continue*giving*political*bribes*to*Taliban,*we*will*lose*everything."*

Clinging%to%the%Constitution:*Both*the*U.S.*administration*and*Karzai's*government*say*

such*worries*are*overblown.*Afghanistan's*constitution,*they*insist*—*which*promotes*

gender*equality*and*provides*for*girls'*education*—*is*not*up*for*negotiation.*In*Kabul*on*

July*20,*Clinton*said*that*the*red*lines*are*clear.*"Any*reconciliation*process*...*must*require*

that*anyone*who*wishes*to*rejoin*society*and*the*political*system*must*lay*down*their*

weapons*and*end*violence,*renounce*alRQaeda*and*be*committed*to*the*constitution*and*

laws*of*Afghanistan,*which*guarantee*the*rights*of*women."*

Afghan*women*cling*to*such*promises*like*a*talisman.*But*ambiguities*abound.*Article*3*of*

the*constitution,*for*example,*holds*that*no*law*may*contravene*the*principles*of*Shari'a,*or*

Islamic*law.*What*constitutes*Shari'a,*however,*has*never*been*defined,*so*a*change*in*the*

political*climate*of*the*country*could*mean*a*radical*reinterpretation*of*women's*rights.*

Karzai*has*already*invited*Taliban*to*run*for*parliament.*None*have*done*so,*but*if*they*

ever*do,*they*may*find*some*likeRminded*colleagues*already*there.*Abdul*Hadi*

Arghandiwal,*the*Minister*of*Economy*and*leader*of*the*ideologically*conservative*HizbRiR

Islami*faction,*for*example,*holds*that*women*and*men*shouldn't*go*to*university*together.*

Like*the*Taliban,*he*believes*that*women*should*not*be*allowed*to*leave*the*home*

unaccompanied*by*a*male*relative.*"That*is*in*accordance*with*Islam.*And*what*we*want*for*

Afghanistan*is*Islamic*rights,*not*Western*rights,"*Arghandiwal*says.*

Traditional*ways,*however,*do*little*for*women.*Aisha's*family*did*nothing*to*protect*her*

from*the*Taliban.*That*might*have*been*out*of*fear,*but*more*likely*it*was*out*of*shame.*A*
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girl*who*runs*away*is*automatically*considered*a*prostitute*in*deeply*traditional*societies,*

and*families*that*allow*them*back*home*would*be*subject*to*widespread*ridicule.*A*few*

months*after*Aisha*arrived*at*the*shelter,*her*father*tried*to*bring*her*home*with*promises*

that*he*would*find*her*a*new*husband.*Aisha*refused*to*leave.*In*rural*areas,*a*family*that*

finds*itself*shamed*by*a*daughter*sometimes*sells*her*into*slavery,*or*worse,*subjects*her*to*

a*soRcalled*honor*killing*—*murder*under*the*guise*of*saving*the*family's*name.*

Parliamentarian*Sabrina*Saqib*fears*that*if*the*Taliban*were*welcomed*back*into*the*fold,*

those*who*oppress*women*would*get*a*free*ride.*"I*am*worried*that*the*day*that*the*soR

called*moderate*Taliban*can*sit*in*parliament,*we*will*lose*our*rights,"*she*says.*"Because*it*

is*not*just*Taliban*that*are*against*women's*rights;*there*are*many*men*who*are*against*

them*as*well."*Last*summer,*Saqib*voted*against*a*bill*that*authorized*husbands*in*Shi'ite*

families*to*withhold*money*and*food*from*wives*who*refuse*to*provide*sex,*limited*

inheritance*and*custody*of*children*in*the*case*of*divorce*and*denied*women*freedom*of*

movement*without*permission*from*their*families.*The*law*passed,*and*that*25%*quota*of*

women*in*parliament*couldn't*stop*it.*Saqib*estimates*that*less*than*a*dozen*of*the*68*

female*parliamentarians*support*women's*rights.*The*rest*—*proxies*for*conservative*men*

who*boosted*them*into*power*—*aren't*interested.*

Despite*her*frustrations*with*her*parliamentary*colleagues,*Saqib*is*a*firm*supporter*of*the*

constitutional*quota.*"In*a*society*dominated*by*culture*and*traditions,"*she*says,*"we*need*

some*time*for*women*to*prove*that*they*can*do*things."*If*the*constitution*were*revised*as*

part*of*a*negotiation*with*the*Taliban,*she*says,*the*article*mandating*the*parliamentary*

quota*"would*be*the*first*to*go."*Arghandiwal,*the*Economy*Minister,*would*love*to*see*the*

back*of*it.*"Throughout*history,*constitutions*have*changed,*so*we*have*to*be*flexible*on*

this,"*he*says.*The*quota*for*women,*he*claims,*"makes*them*lazy."*

Threats%in%the%Night:*For*many*women,*debates*over*the*constitution*are*an*abstract*
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irrelevance.*What*matters*is*that*mounting*insecurity*is*eroding*the*few*gains*they*have*

made.*Taliban*night*letters*—*chilling*missives*delivered*under*the*cover*of*darkness*—*

threaten*women*in*the*south*of*the*country,*a*Taliban*stronghold,*who*dare*to*work.*"We*

warn*you*to*leave*your*job*as*a*teacher*as*soon*as*possible*otherwise*we*will*cut*the*heads*

off*your*children*and*shall*set*fire*to*your*daughter,"*reads*one.*"We*will*kill*you*in*such*a*

harsh*way*that*no*woman*has*so*far*been*killed*in*that*manner,"*says*another.*Both*letters,*

which*were*obtained*by*Human*Rights*Watch,*are*printed*on*paper*bearing*the*crossed*

swords*and*Koran*insignia*of*the*Islamic*Emirate*of*Afghanistan,*the*name*of*the*former*

Taliban*government.*Elsewhere,*girls'*schools*have*been*burned*down*and*students*have*

had*acid*thrown*in*their*faces.*In*May,*mounting*violence*in*the*west*of*the*country*

prompted*the*religious*council*of*Herat*province*to*issue*an*edict*forbidding*women*to*

leave*their*homes*without*a*male*relative.*The*northern*province*of*Badakhshan*quickly*

followed*suit,*and*other*councils*are*considering*doing*the*same.*

The*edicts*are*usually*justified*as*a*means*of*protecting*women*from*the*insurgency,*but*

Koofi,*the*member*of*parliament,*says*there*is*a*better*way*of*doing*that:*improved*

governance*and*security.*That*will*not*just*protect*women*but*also*strengthen*the*Afghan*

government's*hand*in*the*course*of*negotiations.*"We*need*to*marginalize*the*Taliban*by*

focusing*on*good*governance,"*she*says,*fearing*that*a*quick*deal*would*bring*only*a*

temporary*lull*in*the*violence*—*enough*to*permit*the*international*coalition*a*faceRsaving*

withdrawal*but*not*much*more*than*that.*Afghanistan's*women*recognize*that*dialogue*

with*the*Taliban*is*essential*to*any*longRterm*solution,*but*they*don't*want*those*talks*to*be*

hurried.*They*want*a*seat*at*the*table,*and*they*worry*that*Afghanistan's*friends*overseas*

are*tiring*of*its*dysfunctional*ways.*"I*think*it*is*possible*to*make*things*better*if*the*

international*community*supports*good*governance,"*says*Koofi,*"but*they*are*too*focused*

on*an*exit*strategy.*They*want*a*quick*solution."*
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For*Afghanistan's*women,*an*early*withdrawal*of*international*forces*could*be*disastrous.*

An*Afghan*refugee*who*grew*up*in*Canada,*Mozhdah*Jamalzadah*recently*returned*home*

to*launch*an*OprahRstyle*talk*show,*which*has*become*wildly*popular.*Jamalzadah*has*been*

able*to*subtly*introduce*questions*of*women's*rights*into*the*program*without*provoking*

the*ire*of*religious*conservatives.*"If*I*go*into*it*directly,"*she*says,*"there*will*be*a*backlash.*

But*if*I*talk*about*abuse,*which*is*against*the*Koran,*and*then*talk*about*divorce,*which*is*

permitted,*I*am*educating*both*men*and*women,*and*hopefully*no*one*notices."*Jamalzadah*

says*her*audience*is*increasingly*receptive*to*her*message,*but*she*knows*that*in*a*deeply*

traditional*society,*it*will*take*time*to*percolate.*If*the*government*becomes*any*more*

conservative*because*of*an*accommodation*with*the*Taliban,*she*says,*"my*program*will*be*

the*first*to*go."*

That*would*be*Afghanistan's*loss.*Jamalzadah's*TV*show*is*an*education*for*the*whole*

nation,*albeit*sometimes*in*unexpected*ways.*On*a*recent*episode,*a*male*guest*told*a*joke*

about*a*foreign*human*rights*team*in*Afghanistan.*In*the*cities,*the*team*noticed*that*

women*walked*six*paces*behind*their*husbands.*But*in*rural*Helmand,*where*the*Taliban*is*

strongest,*they*saw*a*woman*six*steps*ahead.*The*foreigners*rushed*to*congratulate*the*

husband*on*his*enlightenment*—*only*to*be*told*that*he*stuck*his*wife*in*front*because*they*

were*walking*through*a*minefield.*

As*the*audience*roared*with*laughter,*Jamalzadah*reflected*that*it*may*take*about*10*to*15*
years*before*Afghan*women*can*truly*walk*alongside*men.*But*once*they*do,*she*believes,*
all*Afghans*will*benefit.*"When*we*talk*about*women's*rights,"*Jamalzadah*says,*"we*are*
talking*about*things*that*are*important*to*men*as*well*—*men*who*want*to*see*Afghanistan*
move*forward.*If*you*sacrifice*women*to*make*peace,*you*are*also*sacrificing*the*men*who*
support*them*and*abandoning*the*country*to*the*fundamentalists*that*caused*all*the*
problems*in*the*first*place."*
*
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Time%
Monday,%Mar.%08,%2010%

Taking%It%to%the%Taliban%
By%Bobby%Ghosh%

%

Two*days*before*launching*the*most*ambitious*military*campaign*of*the*Obama*

Administration,*General*Stanley*McChrystal,*commander*of*U.S.*and*NATO*forces*in*

Afghanistan,*convened*a*meeting*in*Kabul*of*450*tribal*elders*and*scholars*from*Helmand*

province.*The*general's*objective:*to*build*support*for*Operation*Moshtarak,*a*massive*

offensive*on*the*Taliban*stronghold*of*Marjah.*McChrystal*ran*through*the*military*phase*

of*the*plan,*which*would*involve*6,000*U.S.*Marines*and*British*soldiers*and*4,500*Afghan*

troops*and*police.*Then*he*described*how*these*troops*would*protect*the*town*while*a*

"government*in*a*box"*—*a*corps*of*Afghan*officials*who*had*been*training*for*this*moment*

for*months*—*would*start*administering*the*town.*The*elders*all*signed*off*on*the*plan,*but*

not*before*one*of*them*warned*the*American*general,*"You*have*to*understand*that*if*you*

don't*do*what*you*say,*we'll*all*be*killed."*

McChrystal*repeated*the*chieftain's*words*Feb.*18*in*a*secure*video*teleconference*with*

President*Barack*Obama*and*his*top*advisers*on*Afghanistan*and*Pakistan.*By*then,*the*

operation,*by*all*accounts,*was*going*well.*NATO*troops*had*encountered*only*sporadic*

resistance;*much*of*the*town*was*under*the*control*of*the*U.S.*Marines.*BritishRled*forces,*

meanwhile,*had*taken*the*nearby*community*of*Showal.*Some*government*in*a*box*was*

already*being*unpacked.*

There*was*good*news*from*other*fronts*too.*In*Pakistan,*a*joint*operation*in*Karachi*by*the*

CIA*and*Pakistan's*own*spy*agency,*InterRServices*Intelligence*(ISI),*had*netted*a*very*big*

fish:*Mullah*Abdul*Ghani*Baradar,*the*Afghan*Taliban's*military*chief.*In*quick*succession,*

the*ISI*had*also*rolled*up*two*of*the*Taliban's*"shadow"*governors*of*Afghanistan's*
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provinces*and*another*senior*figure.*And*in*North*Waziristan,*near*Pakistan's*border*with*

Afghanistan,*a*missile*launched*from*a*CIA*drone*had*struck*at*the*heart*of*the*Haqqani*

network,*an*alRQaedaRaffiliated*group*responsible*for*countless*attacks*on*NATO*troops.*

The*network's*current*leader,*Sirajuddin*Haqqani,*survived,*but*his*younger*brother*

Mohammed*had*been*killed.*

After*a*year*of*mostly*grim*tidings*from*Afghanistan*and*Pakistan,*Obama*could*have*been*

allowed*a*moment*of*satisfaction.*But*McChrystal's*recounting*of*the*Helmand*chieftain's*

warning*ensured*that*the*mood*in*the*White*House's*Situation*Room*during*the*conference*

call*was*somber.*According*to*National*Security*Adviser*Jim*Jones,*who*was*there,*Obama*

added*an*exhortation*of*his*own,*using*the*idioms*of*counterinsurgency*warfare.*"Do*not*

clear*and*hold*what*you*are*not*willing*to*build*and*transfer,"*he*told*McChrystal,*a*maxim*

he*had*repeated*often*over*the*previous*months.*"You've*heard*me*say*it*many*times,*but*it*

bears*repeating,"*Obama*said*as*he*signed*off.*

That*sense*of*restraint*is*at*the*heart*of*Obama's*"AfPak"*strategy,*which*requires*

McChrystal's*troops*to*help*Afghans*build*and*take*increasing*responsibility*for*their*

country,*rather*than*depending*solely*on*Western*forces*to*thump*the*Taliban.*Marjah*is*

the*first*real*test*of*that*plan,*and*the*Administration*is*determined*to*keep*everyone's*

expectations*to*the*bare*minimum.*That*is*wise,*as*much*could*still*go*wrong.*The*Taliban*

could*return*to*areas*from*which*it*has*been*ousted;*the*Afghan*army*could*turn*out*to*be*

too*slim*a*reed*on*which*to*hang*the*Administration's*ambitions.*And*so,*in*contrast*to*the*

Bush*Administration,*which*was*often*accused*of*overstating*small*successes,*the*Obama*

White*House*has*projected*a*studied*solemnity*over*encouraging*dispatches*from*the*war*

the*President*has*made*his*own.*Every*sign*of*progress*in*Afghanistan*and*Pakistan*has*

been*greeted*with*circumspection.*Yes,*say*Administration*officials*in*Washington*and*

commanders*in*the*field,*things*are*going*well*—*but*let's*not*beat*our*chests.*Far*too*much*
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hangs*in*the*balance*now:*Afghan*lives,*American*lives*and,*just*possibly,*the*fate*of*

Obama's*war.*

Making%Marjah%Count:*A*town*of*60,000*souls,*Marjah*is*ringed*by*poppy*fields*that*are*

watered*by*irrigation*canals*built*in*the*1950s*and*'60s*by*U.S.*engineers.*McChrystal*chose*

this*location*to*launch*the*reconquest*of*Afghanistan*because*it*is*the*western*end*of*a*

population*belt*that*extends*from*central*Helmand*province*through*Kandahar*province*—*

both*infested*with*the*Taliban.*McChrystal*has*set*out*to*secure*that*belt,*starting*in*

Marjah,*then*moving*to*Lashkar*Gah,*Kandahar*city*and*finally*Spin*Boldak.*"It's*where*we*

hadn't*been,*it's*where*the*enemy*still*was,*and*it's*where*the*population*is,"*says*a*senior*

Administration*official.*

Since*it's*an*opening*salvo*in*what*promises*to*be*a*long,*hardRfought*year,*McChrystal*

knew*Operation*Moshtarak*would*influence*perceptions,*among*allies*and*enemies*alike,*

about*how*the*war*would*be*fought*—*and*how*the*peace*would*be*waged.*Managing*those*

perceptions*would*be*key*to*victory.*"This*is*not*a*physical*war,*in*terms*of*how*many*

people*we*kill*or*how*much*ground*you*capture,*how*many*bridges*you*blow*up,"*he*told*

reporters*in*Istanbul*on*Feb.*4.*"This*is*all*in*the*minds*of*the*participants.*The*Afghan*

people*are*the*most*important,*but*the*insurgents*are*[too].*And*of*course,*part*of*what*

we've*had*to*do*is*convince*ourselves*and*our*Afghan*partners*that*we*can*do*this."*

The*offensive*was*months*in*the*planning,*and*little*effort*was*made*to*keep*it*secret.*If*the*

Taliban*chose*to*melt*away*rather*than*resist,*McChrystal*reasoned,*it*would*give*him*more*

time*to*set*up*a*robust*administration*—*a*good*advertisement*for*those*in*other*towns*

where*NATO*troops*would*soon*have*to*fight.*U.S.*commanders*even*ordered*an*opinion*

poll*of*Marjah*residents:*they*wanted*to*know*how*they*felt*about*the*U.S.*and*the*Taliban*

and*to*gauge*what*they*might*want*from*his*government*in*a*box.*
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When*the*operation*got*under*way,*it*quickly*became*clear*that*only*about*400*Taliban*had*

dug*in*to*fight.*As*in*other*such*encounters*between*an*overwhelming*Western*military*

and*a*local*insurgency*—*in*Iraq's*Diyala*province,*for*instance*—*the*greatest*threat*to*the*

troops*came*from*roadside*bombs*and*sniper*fire.*By*Feb.*23,*13*NATO*troops*had*been*

killed,*as*the*U.S.*total*in*the*Afghan*war*pushed*past*1,000.*Estimates*of*Taliban*casualties*

were*around*120.*Civilian*casualties*were*low*for*such*an*intense*offensive:*28*were*killed*

in*the*fighting,*though*as*the*operation*progressed,*there*was*some*bad*news*when*a*pair*

of*air*strikes,*one*near*Marjah,*killed*39*civilians.*

As*pockets*of*resistance*continued,*commanders*downplayed*expectations*of*a*speedy*

campaign.*"I*guess*it*will*take*us*another*25*to*30*days*to*be*entirely*sure*that*we*have*

secured*that*which*needs*to*be*secured,"*British*Major*General*Nick*Carter,*the*top*NATO*

commander*in*southern*Afghanistan,*told*reporters*on*Feb.*18.*"And*we*probably*won't*

know*for*about*120*days*whether*or*not*the*population*is*entirely*convinced*by*the*degree*

of*commitment*that*their*government*is*showing*to*them."*If*McChrystal's*forces*prevail,*

Operation*Moshtarak*will*serve*as*the*template*for*the*far*more*challenging*battle*this*

summer,*the*battle*for*Kandahar.*With*nearly*500,000*people,*it*is*the*Taliban's*spiritual*

capital.*The*city*is*nominally*under*NATO*control,*but*there*are*reportedly*thousands*of*

Taliban*in*and*around*it*—*and*every*expectation*that*many*will*make*a*bloody*stand.*

The%Pakistani%Play:*Under*normal*circumstances,*in*planning*his*offensive*McChrystal*

would*have*had*to*keep*a*close*watch*on*Afghanistan's*difficult*neighbor.*Pakistan's*

support*for*the*Taliban*and*the*Haqqani*network*has*frequently*bedeviled*U.S.*military*

plans,*as*Afghan*fighters*have*too*easily*slipped*across*the*border*and*found*sanctuary.*But*

a*year's*worth*of*diplomatic*pressure*on*Islamabad*began*to*pay*off*before*Operation*

Moshtarak:*Pakistan*launched*a*major*military*offensive*of*its*own*in*South*Waziristan,*not*

against*the*Afghan*Taliban*but*against*its*Pakistani*cousins*known*as*the*TehrikRiRTaliban*
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Pakistan*or*TTP.*

The*Pakistani*change*of*heart*had*been*a*long*time*coming.*It*was*influenced*by*the*TTP's*

bloody*campaign*of*suicide*attacks*in*Pakistani*cities,*often*targeting*military*and*ISI*

compounds.*"I*can*remember*anecdotally*where*we*had*questions*for*our*team*in*Pakistan*

at*one*point*and*they*couldn't*get*a*hold*of*their*ISI*counterparts*because*they*were*too*

busy*attending*funerals*of*their*key*leadership,"*says*a*U.S.*counterterrorism*official.*This,*

along*with*the*militants'*brazen*capture*of*a*town*some*40*miles*(65*km)*from*the*

Pakistani*capital*last*spring,*did*more*than*any*American*fingerRwagging*to*convince*

Islamabad*that*the*TTP*needed*to*be*taken*down.*The*U.S.*helped*by*mounting*drone*

strikes*on*TTP*leaders,*killing*its*founder,*Baitullah*Mehsud,*last*summer*and*possibly*his*

successor,*Hakimullah*Mehsud,*in*January.*

Even*so,*Pakistani*cooperation*in*the*arrest*of*Baradar,*on*the*eve*of*the*Marjah*assault,*

was*an*unexpected*bonus*for*McChrystal.*Why*did*Pakistan*roll*up*Taliban*leader*Mullah*

Mohammad*Omar's*deputy?*Islamabad*has*previously*arrested*senior*figures*in*the*Afghan*

Taliban,*but*they've*typically*been*released*quickly,*without*U.S.*officials*being*given*access*

to*them.*But*the*Pakistanis*made*an*exception*with*Baradar,*who*may*have*a*treasure*

trove*of*information*on*the*Taliban.*Possibly*the*Pakistanis*were*under*pressure*to*

reciprocate*for*the*U.S.*strikes*on*the*Mehsuds.*Or*perhaps*Baradar*had*fallen*out*with*

Omar*and*was*trying*to*open*a*direct*channel*for*peace*talks*to*the*government*of*Afghan*

President*Hamid*Karzai,*bypassing*his*hosts.*By*taking*Baradar*out*of*circulation,*Pakistan*

may*be*making*a*case*to*be*given*a*seat*in*eventual*peace*negotiations.*

Whatever*the*reason,*his*arrest*doesn't*represent*a*sea*change*in*Pakistan's*attitude*

toward*its*longtime*clients*in*the*Afghan*Taliban,*say*White*House*officials*with*

responsibility*for*Pakistan*and*Afghanistan.*While*Washington*views*the*TTP,*the*Haqqani*

network,*alRQaeda*and*the*Afghan*Taliban*as*all*part*of*the*same*terrorist*syndicate,*
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Islamabad*is*concerned*mainly*about*the*TTP's*legions*of*suicide*bombers.*Nor*is*the*effect*

of*Baradar's*arrest*on*the*top*Taliban*leadership*yet*clear.*If*he*had*indeed*broken*with*

Omar,*then*the*group*has*most*likely*replaced*him*already.*The*Taliban*was*able*to*shake*

off*the*2007*killing*of*its*top*commander,*Mullah*Dadullah,*by*NATO*forces.*"The*Taliban*

are*used*to*this,"*says*Waheed*Muzhda,*a*former*Taliban*official.*"When*Mullah*Dadullah*

was*killed,*some*people*thought*that*the*Taliban*would*give*up.*But*it*didn't*happen,*

because*the*Taliban*are*waging*an*ideological*war,*and*in*an*ideological*war,*this*kind*of*

thing*doesn't*have*a*big*impact."*

Another*bonus*for*McChrystal:*in*Operation*Moshtarak,*he*has*not*had*to*contend*with*alR

Qaeda.*For*many*months*now,*Osama*bin*Laden's*once*feared*legions*have*been*consigned*

to*the*margins*of*the*fighting*in*Afghanistan.*Their*numbers*have*dwindled*from*500*to*

100,*says*National*Security*Adviser*Jones.*In*Pakistan*they*continue*to*enjoy*the*protection*

of*the*TTP*and*the*Haqqani*network*but*have*effectively*been*pinned*down*by*the*CIA's*

drones.*"Neither*in*Afghanistan*nor*in*Pakistan*is*alRQaeda*at*the*tactical*front*edge,"*says*a*

senior*Administration*official.*AlRQaeda*remains*the*strategic*reason*for*the*current*

fighting;*one*of*Obama's*grounds*for*staying*the*course*in*Afghanistan*is*to*prevent*bin*

Laden*from*reRestablishing*safe*havens*there.*But*the*only*area*of*real*military*activity*

against*alRQaeda*at*the*moment*is*in*North*Waziristan,*where*the*Pakistani*military*is*not*

active.*The*U.S.*is*doing*the*attacking,*primarily*with*drones.*

To*some*effect.*There*have*been*17*strikes*by*unmanned*aircraft*in*Pakistani*territory*thus*

far*this*year,*according*to*the*Long*War*Journal,*a*nonprofit*online*publication*that*tracks*

such*attacks.*The*spike*was*triggered*in*part*by*a*Dec.*30*suicide*attack*that*killed*seven*

CIA*officials*at*an*Afghan*outpost.*The*Haqqani*network*and*Pakistani*Taliban*leader*

Hakimullah*Mehsud*apparently*aided*the*suicide*bomber;*some*reports*say*Mehsud*was*

wounded,*possibly*killed,*in*a*Jan.*14*strike.*Meanwhile,*the*remoteRcontrol*pilots*
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operating*Predators*and*Reapers*continue*to*peer*at*their*video*screens,*hoping*to*catch*

sight*of*a*very*tall,*thin,*bearded*man*emerging*from*a*hideout.*

Skepticism%Makes%Sense:*WellRinformed*analysts*know*to*keep*the*champagne*on*ice.*At*

a*conference*at*Tufts*University*last*week*attended*by*experts*on*Afghanistan,*not*a*single*

optimistic*take*on*that*nation's*longRstanding*problems*could*be*heard.*One*comment*

became*a*refrain:*"I*have*no*doubt*that*peace*will*one*day*come*to*Afghanistan,*but*I*can't*

say*if*it*will*be*in*50*or*200*years,"*a*speaker*said.*"What*I*can*say*is*that*at*the*rate*we*are*

going*now,*it's*unlikely*to*be*any*sooner*than*that."*

There*was*skepticism*in*Marjah*too.*Abdul*Hadi,*a*student,*fled*the*fighting*along*with*his*

family*on*Feb.*18;*now*living*in*Lashkar*Gah,*he*is*in*no*hurry*to*return.*He*worries*that*

many*Taliban*are*just*waiting*for*the*NATO*forces*to*move*on*to*their*next*target.*"I*know*

the*Taliban*will*come*back,"*he*says.*Mohammad*Hosain,*a*teacher*from*Marjah,*wonders*if*

they*even*left.*"The*Taliban*does*not*have*a*uniform,*so*if*they*leave*their*weapons*at*

home,*they*can*easily*move*around,"*he*says.*"There*is*no*[sign]*on*their*face*that*says,*'I*

am*a*Talib.'*"*

People*like*Hadi*and*Hosain*came*by*their*skepticism*the*hard*way:*they*have*seen*foreign*

forces*defeat*the*Taliban*in*Helmand,*then*pull*out,*then*repeat*the*cycle.*The*town*of*Musa*

Qala,*north*of*Marjah,*has*twice*been*taken*by*NATO*arms:*by*British*and*Danish*forces*in*

2006*and*by*the*U.S.*in*2007.*On*both*occasions,*a*new*local*government*was*created,*and*

each*time,*the*Taliban*returned*to*murder*those*it*deemed*collaborators.*

To*prevent*that*from*happening*in*Marjah,*McChrystal*is*counting*on*his*government*in*a*

box*—*a*lineup*of*administrators*who*have*prepped*for*months*—*to*enforce*law*and*

order,*provide*basic*facilities,*build*schools,*create*jobs*and*persuade*local*farmers*to*give*

up*the*poppy*crop.*But*that's*asking*a*lot*from*officials*who*have*shown*scant*aptitude*for*
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doing*a*decent*job*elsewhere.*McChrystal's*plan*calls*for*80*prepacked*governments*to*

take*root*across*TalibanRruled*territory*over*two*years,*but*Afghanistan*simply*doesn't*

have*that*many*clean,*qualified*and*experienced*bureaucrats,*policemen,*doctors*and*

teachers.*Besides,*parachuting*officials*into*former*Taliban*strongholds*may*be*selfR

defeating;*Pashtuns*rarely*trust*anybody*outside*their*own*tribe*and*clan.*It*can*hardly*be*

reassuring*to*the*residents*of*Marjah*that*their*newly*appointed*mayor,*Haji*Zahir,*has*only*

recently*returned*from*15*years*of*living*in*Germany.*

Even*if*McChrystal's*officials*are*a*huge*success,*two*other*crucial*planks*in*Obama's*plan*

to*start*pulling*U.S.*forces*from*Afghanistan*in*midR2011*already*look*wormReaten.*One*is*

the*creation*of*a*legitimate,*reliable*government*in*Kabul:*since*Karzai's*contentious*

election*late*last*year,*Afghanistan's*President*has*shown*little*inclination*to*ditch*his*

corrupt*cronies.*Nor*is*there*yet*an*Afghan*security*force*capable*of*taking*over*from*the*

Americans.*Although*U.S.*commanders*carefully*talk*up*the*contributions*of*the*4,500*

Afghan*National*Army*soldiers*(two*had*been*killed)*and*police*in*the*Marjah*operation,*

it's*no*secret*that*the*U.S.*Marines*and*British*troops*are*doing*the*heavy*lifting.*

McChrystal's*target*of*a*134,000Rman*Afghan*National*Army*by*late*fall*—*up*from*104,000*

now*—*seems*hopelessly*optimistic.*Training*is*slow,*and*there's*a*scarcity*in*the*ranks*of*

southern*Pashtuns,*who*are*needed*the*most*in*the*Taliban's*strongholds.*

Across*the*border,*Pakistan's*continuing*support*for*American*efforts*is*far*from*assured.*

Right*now,*Islamabad's*immediate*interests*may*coincide*with*Washington's,*but*they*can*

just*as*quickly*diverge,*especially*on*the*question*of*what*to*do*about*the*Taliban's*core*

leadership.*The*U.S.*is*adamant*that*it*will*not*negotiate*with*Omar*unless*he*parts*ways*

with*bin*Laden.*"There's*a*clear*red*line,"*says*Richard*Holbrooke,*special*representative*

for*Afghanistan*and*Pakistan.*"They*must*renounce*alRQaeda."*American*officials*are*also*

determined*to*root*out*the*Haqqani*network,*which*they*regard*as*the*greatest*danger*to*
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NATO*troops.*Pakistani*officials,*on*the*other*hand,*view*the*Taliban*and*the*Haqqanis*as*

strategic*assets*and*believe*both*should*have*a*role*in*Afghanistan*after*the*NATO*

withdrawal.*They*point*out*that*many*Afghans*still*regard*Omar*as*a*legitimate*figure*—*

more*so,*in*fact,*than*Karzai,*who*is*seen*as*an*American*puppet.*Without*Omar's*

endorsement,*they*think,*any*peace*negotiations*will*be*fatally*flawed.*

Islamabad's*longRstanding*nightmare*remains:*that*when*the*Americans*go,*its*neighbors*

—*especially*India,*Pakistan's*hated*rival*—*will*be*influential*in*Kabul.*The*Taliban*and*

the*Haqqanis*are*insurance*against*such*an*eventuality.*Baradar's*detention*has*not*yet*

changed*Pakistan's*assessment*of*how*its*own*interests*may*best*be*defended.*Remember,*

too,*that*no*matter*how*well*Operation*Moshtarak*seems*to*be*going,*many*Taliban*

commanders*think*they*are*winning.*Whatever*happens*in*Marjah,*they*can*point*to*a*

widening*influence*across*Afghanistan.*They*also*have*been*heartened*by*last*week's*

announcement*that*the*2,000Rstrong*Dutch*contingent*will*be*departing*this*year*because*

Holland's*coalition*government*was*unable*to*agree*on*an*extension*of*its*deployment*—*

another*indication*of*how*unpopular*the*Afghan*war*is*in*the*nations*whose*troops*are*

fighting*it.*

Mullah*Omar*and*his*colleagues,*taking*Obama*on*his*word*that*he*wants*to*begin*a*U.S.*
pullout*by*July*2011,*have*said*they*intend*to*outlast*the*occupiers.*If*that*means*ceding*
strongholds*like*Marjah*only*to*pop*up*elsewhere,*then*that's*what*they*will*do.*They*have*
been*doing*it*for*years.*Call*it*insurgency*in*a*box.*

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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UNIT%5:%The%Presidency%

%

%

CURRICULUM%GOALS%

%

By%the%end%of%this%unit,%students%will%be%able%to:%

%

• Describe*the*responsibilities*of*each*of*the*following*staff*members*in*a*
presidential*political*campaign:*

o Campaign*manager*
o Candidate*
o Political*advisor*
o Media*advisor*
o Treasurer*

• Identify*the*hierarchy*of*a*typical*campaign*staff*
• Describe*the*ways*in*which*members*of*a*campaign*staff*works*together*to*make*

decisions*
• Plan*their*presidential*campaign*
• Make*decisions*based*on*their*assigned*campaign*role*
• Evaluate*advertising*market*information,*commercial*costs,*working*costs,*and*

issues*which*you*must*prepare*to*debate*to*create*a*platform*and*offer*solutions*
• Create*speeches,*commercials,*and*a*website*to*present*their*political*messages*
• Research,*debate,*and*come*up*with*a*platform*for*key*national*issues**

*
*
Common%Core%Learning%Standards%in%Reading%%

1. Read*closely*to*determine*what*the*text*says*explicitly*and*to*make*logical*
inferences*from*it;*cite*specific*textual*evidence*when*writing*or*speaking*to*
support*conclusions*drawn*from*the*text.**

2. Interpret*words*and*phrases*as*they*are*used*in*a*text,*including*determining*
technical,*connotative,*and*figurative*meanings,*and*analyze*how*specific*word*
choices*shape*meaning*or*tone.**

3. Assess*how*point*of*view*or*purpose*shapes*the*content*and*style*of*a*text.*
4. Analyze*how*two*or*more*texts*address*similar*themes*or*topics*in*order*to*build*

knowledge*or*to*compare*the*approaches*the*authors*take.**
*

%

Common%Core%Learning%Standards%in%Writing%

1. Write*arguments*to*support*claims*in*an*analysis*of*substantive*topics*or*texts*using*
valid*reasoning*and*relevant*and*sufficient*evidence.*%

2. Produce*clear*and*coherent*writing*in*which*the*development,*organization,*and*
style*are*appropriate*to*task,*purpose,*and*audience.*%

3. Use*technology,*including*the*Internet,*to*produce*and*publish*writing*and*to*
interact*and*collaborate*with*others.*%
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4. Conduct*short*as*well*as*more*sustained*research*projects*based*on*focused*
questions,*demonstrating*understanding*of*the*subject*under*investigation.*%

*
*
Strategies%

1. Cooperative*Learning*
2. Brainstorming*
3. Use*of*Primary*Sources*
4. Direct*instruction*
5. ThinkRpairRshare*
6. Jigsaw*
7. Group*Work*
8. Oral*Presentations*
9. Use*social*science*data*
10. Demonstrate*decisionRmaking*techniques*
11. Communicate*through*oral*expression*
12. Communicate*through*written*expression**
13. Use*noteRtaking*skills*
14. Use*listening*skills*
15. Organize*information*
16. Interpret*data*
17. Synthesize*information*and*draw*conclusion*
18. Analyze*graphs*

*
%

Materials%

1. Chalkboard*or*preferably*a*smart*board*to*show*visuals*
2. Computers*for*research*
3. Readings*and*Primary*Sources*
%

%

Assessments%

1. Group*project/presentation*using*new*forms*of*technology*such*as*Podcasts*
*

!
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Lesson%#1:%Political%Campaign%Roles!
*
Aim:%What*are*the*key*roles*of*a*presidential*campaign?***%
*
Objectives:*

1. Students*will*be*able*to*describe*the*responsibilities*of*each*of*the*following*staff*
members*in*a*political*campaign:*
• Campaign*manager*
• Candidate*
• Political*advisor*
• Media*advisor*
• Treasurer*
• Pollster*

2. Students*will*be*able*to*identify*the*hierarchy*of*a*typical*campaign*staff.*
3. Students*will*be*able*to*describe*the*ways*in*which*members*of*a*campaign*staff*

works*together*to*make*decisions.*
4. Students*will*be*able*to*construct*a*month*long*schedule*for*a*candidate*for*

public*office.*
*
Materials:%

1. Student*handout:*Roles*
2. Understanding-Your-Role*question*sheets*

%

Procedures:*
1. Divide*the*students*into*six*person*jigsaw*groups.***

*
2. Assign*the*students*their*roles.**Be*sure*the*campaign*manager*knows*that*he*or*

she*is*the*leader*of*the*group.***
*
3. Give*the*students*a*description*of*their*roles.**Have*them*read*their*segment.**

You*may*ask*them*to*read*it*multiple*times*so*that*they*become*familiar*with*
their*responsibilities.*

*
4. Form*temporary*“expert*groups”*by*having*the*students*who*share*the*same*

roles*meet*together.**Give*students*in*these*expert*groups*the*role*question*
sheets*and*allow*them*time*to*discuss*the*main*points*of*their*reading.**The*
students*will*return*to*their*original*groups*and*present*their*roles*to*the*other*
members*so*they*may*need*time*to*rehearse*their*presentation.*

*
5. Bring*the*students*back*into*their*jigsaw*groups.*Ask*each*student*to*present*his*

or*her*segment*to*the*group.**Encourage*others*in*the*group*to*ask*questions*for*
clarification.**Offer*assistance*to*groups*as*needed.*

*
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6. After*the*presentations,*distribute*the*Planning-a-Campaign-Week*sheet,*explain*
the*directions,*and*have*the*groups*begin.**This*assignment*will*prepare*the*
students*for*their*Presidential*Election.***

%

%

Extension%Activities:*
1. The*students*use*research*demographics*and*poll*results*to*plan*a*week*in*the*

campaign*for*governor.*
2. The*student*interviews*someone*who*is*working*or*has*worked*in*a*campaign*

with*his*or*her*same*role.



 

Campaign!Manager!
*

* A*campaign*manager*is*the*leader*of*the*campaign.**This*person*coordinates*all*the*
information*they*receive*and*plans*the*strategies*of*the*campaign.**The*campaign*manager*
must*understand*the*strengths*and*weaknesses*of*the*candidate,*the*candidate’s*opponent,*
and*the*other*members*of*the*campaign*staff.*
*

The*campaign*manager*has*the*most*important*and*complicated*job*in*a*candidate’s*
campaign.**He*or*she*must*be*familiar*with*all*of*the*aspects*that*make*up*the*election.**The*
campaign*manager*coordinates*the*advice*that*he*or*she*receives*from*the*other*players*in*
the*campaign*and*decides*what*to*do.**In*order*for*those*decisions*to*be*informed*and*
correct,*the*campaign*manager*must*know*the*essentials.**The*campaign*manager*must*
understand*demographics,*the*political*history*of*the*area,*and*relevant*election*laws.*

*
The*campaign*manager*takes*into*account*the*advice*from*the*media*advisor*and*

makes*the*final*decisions*on*where*to*advertise*and*what*commercials*to*purchase.**The*
pollster*brings*information*to*the*campaign*manager*and*suggests*how*to*most*effectively*
poll*the*electorate.**The*treasurer*brings*financial*reports*to*the*campaign*manager,*but*it*
is*the*manager’s*job*to*decide*how*to*spend*the*money.**The*campaign*manager*relies*on*
the*political*advisor*for*all*of*the*political*information*that*the*campaign*needs.**An*
effective*campaign*manager*will*defer*to*the*other*members*of*the*staff*when*necessary.***
After*all,*it*is*impossible*for*one*person*to*know*everything.***

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
Name:*** * * * * * * * Date:** * * * *
Participation*in*Government** * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

UNDERSTANDING%YOUR%ROLE%

*
1) What*is*your*role*in*the*campaign?**Describe*it*in*your*own*words.*

*
*
*
*
*
*

2) What*are*the*major*duties*of*your*role?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3) What*are*three*types*of*information*that*will*help*you*make*campaign*decisions?**

Explain*why*each*of*these*will*be*important*in*helping*you*make*decisions.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4) How*would*you*describe*your*role’s*importance*relative*to*the*other*members*of*

the*campaign?*
*
*
*
*
*

5) *With*what*members*of*the*campaign*team*will*you*work*most*closely?**What*kinds*
of*projects*will*you*work*on*with*those*members?*

!

!
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!

!

Media!Advisor!
*

* It*is*the*media*advisor’s*job*to*shape*the*campaign’s*relationship*with*the*media.**
Although*the*campaign*manager*usually*has*the*last*say*in*campaign*decisions,*the*media*
advisor*makes*informed*recommendations*about*effectively*using*television,*radio,*and*
print*media*markets*to*the*candidate’s*advantage.**If*a*media*advisor*is*trusted*and*
respected*by*the*campaign*manager*and*candidate,*the*advisor’s*decisions*will*not*be*
challenged.**
*
* The*media*advisor*must*be*an*expert*on*demographics.**He*or*she*needs*to*know*
how*to*interpret*the*data*and*how*to*use*that*information.**In*order*to*properly*do*his*or*
her*job,*the*media*advisor*must*know*who*lives*in*the*districts*and*the*issues*that*are*
important*to*those*people.* **
*

This*important*advisor*needs*accurate*information.**For*this*reason,*the*media*
advisor*relies*heavily*on*the*pollster*and*the*political*advisor.**The*pollster*needs*to*bring*
in*important*information*about*the*public*so*that*the*media*advisor*can*plan*the*media*
strategy.**The*political*advisor*uses*political*expertise*to*suggest*strategies*that*would*be*
successful.*

*
The*media*advisor*has*to*be*aware*of*how*much*money*he*or*she*is*spending*and*

how*much*is*left*in*the*bank.*For*this*reason,*the*media*advisor*must*remain*in*contact*
with*the*treasurer.*

*
The*media*advisor*plans*where*to*advertise,*who*to*target*commercials*toward,*and*

when*to*advertise.**The*media*advisor*also*uses*knowledge*of*the*voting*public*to*help*the*
campaign*manager*choose*what*types*of*commercials*to*make.*** **

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Name:*** * * * * * * * Date:** * * * *
Participation*in*Government** * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

UNDERSTANDING%YOUR%ROLE%

*
1) What*is*your*role*in*the*campaign?**Describe*it*in*your*own*words.*

*
*
*
*
*
*

2) What*are*the*major*duties*of*your*role?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3) What*are*three*types*of*information*that*will*help*you*make*campaign*decisions?**

Explain*why*each*of*these*will*be*important*in*helping*you*make*decisions.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4) How*would*you*describe*your*role’s*importance*relative*to*the*other*members*of*

the*campaign?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

5) *With*what*members*of*the*campaign*team*will*you*work*most*closely?**What*kinds*
of*projects*will*you*work*on*with*those*members?*

*
*
*

!
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Political!Advisor!
*

It*is*the*political*advisor’s*job*to*keep*the*candidate*and*the*campaign*manager*up*to*date*
with*the*political*aspects*that*are*crucial*to*the*campaign.**The*political*advisor*keeps*track*of*the*
political*history*of*each*district.**This*consultant*also*watches*for*nationwide*trends*that*may*affect*
the*election.*

*
This*advisor*must*know*demographics*well.**The*political*consultant*needs*to*be*

able*to*understand*and*use*these*statistics*in*order*to*give*advice*helpful*to*the*campaign.**
The*candidate’s*success*depends*on*whether*the*political*advisor*can*interpret*poll*results*
and*demographics*effectively.**For*this*reason,*the*political*advisor*must*work*closely*with*
the*pollster*so*that*the*information*passed*on*to*the*candidate*is*as*accurate*as*possible.*

*
The*political*advisor*gives*the*candidate*and*the*campaign*manager*advice*on*what*

areas*to*visit*and*what*issues*to*discuss.**The*best*advisors*are*able*to*place*the*candidate*
at*the*ideal*location*with*the*appropriate*message*in*order*to*maximize*the*impact*of*a*
campaign*visit.**For*example,*when*a*candidate*campaigns*in*a*district*and*goes*to*a*school*
to*discuss*education,*the*candidate’s*political*advisor*has*likely*made*this*recommendation*
based*on*demographics*in*that*district*and*information*that*indicate*voters*in*that*district*
are*concerned*about*education.*

*
The*political*advisor*also*maintains*a*positive*relationship*with*the*candidate’s*

political*party*and*the*measures*of*the*party’s*strength*in*each*district.**A*campaign*that*
pays*close*attention*to*party*strength*can*use*its*time*more*wisely.**When*a*district*has*a*
strong*party*base,*the*political*advisor*may*advise*the*candidate*to*concentrate*on*districts*
that*are*less*certain*victories.***

*
A*strong*political*advisor*has*the*power*to*plan*political*strategy*virtually*

unchecked.**This*member*of*the*team*hides*behind*the*scenes*and*gives*the*candidate*and*
the*other*members*of*the*campaign*the*key*pieces*of*political*wisdom*that*they*need*for*
victory.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

%

*
*
*
*
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*
Name:*** * * * * * * * Date:** * * * *
Participation*in*Government** * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

UNDERSTANDING%YOUR%ROLE%

*
1) What*is*your*role*in*the*campaign?**Describe*it*in*your*own*words.*

*
*
*
*
*
*

2) What*are*the*major*duties*of*your*role?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3) What*are*three*types*of*information*that*will*help*you*make*campaign*decisions?**

Explain*why*each*of*these*will*be*important*in*helping*you*make*decisions.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4) How*would*you*describe*your*role’s*importance*relative*to*the*other*members*of*

the*campaign?*
*
*
*
*
*
*

5) *With*what*members*of*the*campaign*team*will*you*work*most*closely?**What*kinds*
of*projects*will*you*work*on*with*those*members?*

%

!
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!

!

The!Pollster!
*

* The*pollster*is*the*member*of*the*campaign*team*with*his*or*her*hand*on*the*pulse*
of*the*public.**The*pollster*keeps*track*of*national*surveys*and*orders*polls.**It*is*the*
pollster’s*job*to*keep*track*of*public*opinion.**It*is*also*the*pollster’s*job*to*make*certain*
that*the*campaign’s*message*stays*in*line*with*the*concerns*of*the*community.*
*
* The*pollster*administers*several*types*of*polls.**Favorability*polls*keep*track*of*how*
potential*voters*feel*about*a*candidate*(also*known*as*the*approval*rating*of*the*
candidate).**This*is*important*information*for*the*members*of*the*campaign*so*that*they*
can*make*adjustments*to*the*campaign*and*predict*election*results*in*specific*districts.**
Favorability*polls*can*save*the*campaign*time*and*money*by*allowing*the*candidate*to*
avoid*areas*that*are*certain*victories*or*defeats.**As*a*result,*the*campaign*can*spend*time*
concentrating*on*the*districts*that*need*more*attention.*
*
* The*pollster*also*uses*issue*polls.**These*surveys*seek*the*concerns*of*the*public.**A*
campaign*that*is*in*touch*with*the*concerns*of*the*electorate*can*tailor*a*candidate’s*
speeches*and*advertisements*toward*these*topics.**As*a*result,*the*people*respond*to*the*
candidate*because*he*or*she*seems*to*be*interested*in*their*needs.**
*

The*pollster*must*work*closely*with*the*media*advisor*so*that*the*advertisements*
the*campaign*orders*are*geared*to*the*correct*audiences.**Without*accurate*polling,*a*
political*campaign*can*fail*to*reach*the*voters*necessary*to*win*an*election.**Polling*also*
allows*the*campaign*to*focus*on*the*correct*message.*

*
The*pollster*must*also*stay*in*close*contact*with*the*treasurer.**Polls*are*expensive,*

and*the*pollster*must*be*aware*of*how*much*they*are*spending*and*whether*that*amount*is*
in*line*with*the*campaign*budget.*

*
The*pollster*is*a*valuable*member*of*the*campaign*team.**By*staying*in*touch*with*

the*political*advisor*and*the*campaign*manager,*the*pollster*can*ensure*that*the*candidate*
has*all*the*information*needed*to*win*the*election.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Name:*** * * * * * * * Date:** * * * *
Participation*in*Government** * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

UNDERSTANDING%YOUR%ROLE%

*
1) What*is*your*role*in*the*campaign?**Describe*it*in*your*own*words.*

*
*
*
*
*
*

2) What*are*the*major*duties*of*your*role?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3) What*are*three*types*of*information*that*will*help*you*make*campaign*decisions?**

Explain*why*each*of*these*will*be*important*in*helping*you*make*decisions.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4) How*would*you*describe*your*role’s*importance*relative*to*the*other*members*of*

the*campaign?*
*
*
*
*
*
*

5) *With*what*members*of*the*campaign*team*will*you*work*most*closely?**What*kinds*
of*projects*will*you*work*on*with*those*members?*

*

%

%
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%

%

The!Candidate!
*

* To*many,*it*must*seem*obvious*that*the*candidate*is*the*most*valuable*member*of*a*
campaign.**However,*this*is*not*necessarily*true.**In*today’s*political*environment*no*
candidate*for*public*office*can*be*successful*without*good*people*that*they*can*trust*on*
their*campaign*team.*
*
* The*candidate*is*the*face*of*the*campaign.**The*public*associates*the*candidate*with*
everything*that*he*or*she*says*or*does.**For*this*reason,*candidates*must*constantly*watch*
their*actions.**Looking*bad*or*doing*wrong*may*cost*a*candidate*the*election.***
*
* The*candidate*needs*to*know*how*to*delegate*authority.**Generally,*a*successful*
campaign*is*not*run*by*the*candidate.***The*campaign*manager*leads*victorious*elections.**
Although*the*candidate*is*the*“boss,”*he*or*she*needs*to*choose*a*trustworthy*campaign*
manager*to*make*the*everyday*decisions*of*the*campaign.***
*
* Candidates*must*be*briefed*on*all*the*issues*that*voters*care*about,*and*as*a*result*
they*must*stay*in*touch*with*the*pollster*and*the*political*advisor.**Understanding*which*
issues*are*important*to*voters*will*help*decide*speech*topics*while*on*the*campaign*trail.**
*
* Because*the*candidate*is*the*face*of*the*campaign,*it*is*largely*his*or*her*job*to*raise*
money.**The*treasurer*and*the*campaign*manager*work*together*to*choose*locations*for*
fundraising,*but*it*is*the*candidate*who*must*go*out*and*convince*people*to*contribute*to*
the*campaign.*
*
* The*candidate*also*needs*to*establish*a*close*relationship*with*the*media*advisor.**
The*two*need*to*work*together*to*make*the*candidate*appear*in*a*very*positive*light*in*the*
media.**The*candidate*needs*to*make*his*or*herself*available*to*the*media*advisor*so*the*
two*can*develop*an*advertising*strategy*that*will*spread*the*candidate’s*message*
successfully.*
*
* The*candidate*will*be*too*busy*on*the*campaign*trail*to*worry*about*every*decision.***
The*candidate*needs*to*stay*focused*on*the*big*picture.**Success*needs*to*be*the*goal,*and*
the*candidate*cannot*stray*from*the*course.**
* *
*
*
*
*
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Name:*** * * * * * * * Date:** * * * *
Participation*in*Government** * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

UNDERSTANDING%YOUR%ROLE%

*
1) What*is*your*role*in*the*campaign?**Describe*it*in*your*own*words.*

*
*
*
*
*
*

2) What*are*the*major*duties*of*your*role?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3) What*are*three*types*of*information*that*will*help*you*make*campaign*decisions?**

Explain*why*each*of*these*will*be*important*in*helping*you*make*decisions.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4) How*would*you*describe*your*role’s*importance*relative*to*the*other*members*of*

the*campaign?*
*
*
*
*
*
*

5) *With*what*members*of*the*campaign*team*will*you*work*most*closely?**What*kinds*
of*projects*will*you*work*on*with*those*members?*

*
*
*
*
*
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Treasurer!
*

It*is*the*treasurer*who*monitors*the*finances*of*a*campaign.**In*today’s*political*world,*
campaigns*cannot*run*successfully*without*money.**The*treasurer*is*the*one*who*keeps*track*of*the*
money*that*comes*in*and*makes*sure*that*the*funds*are*acquired*and*spent*legally.*

*
The*treasurer*must*be*skilled*at*both*accounting*and*banking.**A*candidate*must*spend*

every*dollar*wisely.**There*can*be*no*waste!**Lost*funds*can*equal*a*lost*election.**The*treasurer*
needs*to*make*sure*that*the*campaign*gets*the*most*for*its*money.*

*
The*treasurer*works*with*the*campaign*manager,*political*advisor,*and*candidate*to*attract*

contributors*to*the*campaign.**The*treasurer*helps*organize*fundraisers*and*works*with*other*
members*of*the*campaign*team*to*funnel*the*money*to*the*right*places.**The*treasurer*must*know*
all*of*the*applicable*campaign*finance*laws*and*make*certain*that*the*campaign*stays*within*the*
law.*

*
It*is*essential*that*the*treasurer*work*very*closely*with*the*media*advisor*so*that*the*

campaign’s*advertising*budget*is*everything*that*it*can*be*without*overextending*the*available*
funds.**The*treasurer*needs*to*be*certain*that*there*is*enough*money*for*every*expense*of*the*
campaign.*

*
The*treasurer*also*needs*to*work*with*the*pollster.**The*pollster*needs*to*tap*into*public*

opinion*but*his*or*her*job*is*limited*by*the*money*that*the*campaign*has*for*purchasing*polls.**The*
pollster*and*the*treasurer*must*stay*in*touch*so*that*they*know*the*lengths*to*which*the*campaign*
can*go*to*discover*the*pulse*of*the*people.*

*
The*treasurer*has*one*of*the*most*complicated*jobs*in*the*campaign.**The*campaign*

manager*makes*all*of*the*final*decisions*regarding*the*spending*of*the*money,*but*it*is*the*
treasurer’s*job*to*keep*track*of*the*funds*and*advise*the*manager*of*how*to*best*spend*the*
funds.**He*or*she*needs*to*keep*track*of*the*spending*of*each*team*member.**Each*person*
must*meet*with*the*treasurer*before*making*a*purchase*or*visiting*a*district.***
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Name:*** * * * * * * * Date:** * * * *
Participation*in*Government** * * * * Social*Studies*Department*

UNDERSTANDING%YOUR%ROLE%

*
1) What*is*your*role*in*the*campaign?**Describe*it*in*your*own*words.*

*
*
*
*
*
*

2) What*are*the*major*duties*of*your*role?*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3) What*are*three*types*of*information*that*will*help*you*make*campaign*decisions?**

Explain*why*each*of*these*will*be*important*in*helping*you*make*decisions.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4) How*would*you*describe*your*role’s*importance*relative*to*the*other*members*of*

the*campaign?*
*
*
*
*
*
*

5) *With*what*members*of*the*campaign*team*will*you*work*most*closely?**What*kinds*
of*projects*will*you*work*on*with*those*members?*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Lesson%#2:%Campaign%Advertising!
*
Aim:%%How*do*political*advertisements*influence*the*issues*and*candidates*in*campaigns?%
*
Objectives:%

1. Students*will*identify*the*different*types*of*political*advertisements.*
• Card*stacking*
• Contrast*
• Glittering*generalities*
• Mudslinging*
• Plain*folks*
• Testimonial*
• Transfer*

2. Students*identify*possible*consequences,*both*intended*and*unintended,*of*
political*advertisements.*

3. Students*will*be*able*to*explain*how*candidates*use*political*advertisements*
to*influence*voter*opinion*on*campaign*issues.**

4. Students*will*be*able*to*predict*how*candidates*might*use*different*types*of*
advertisements*to*reach*different*groups*of*people.*

5. Students*will*list*the*many*ways*that*commercials*are*used*to*influence*the*
electorate.*

6. Students*will*be*able*to*construct*a*political*advertisement*of*their*own.*
*

Materials:%

1. Types-of-Political-Advertising-Guide%
2. Types-of-Political-Advertising-Organizer*
3. Teacher*resource:*Types*of*Campaign*Advertising*

-

Procedures:%

1. Warm*Up:*Students*are*asked*to*describe*a*popular*ad*from*television.**They*can*
do*this*orally,*draw*a*picture,*write*a*description,*etc.**The*teacher*may*then*ask*
students,*“What*features*of*this*ad*made*it*so*memorable?”*The*teacher*may*
choose*to*record*responses*on*the*board*under*the*heading,*“techniques*used*by*
advertisers.”**Alternately,*the*teacher*could*tape*and*show*several*product*
commercials*and*ask*students*to*do*the*same*as*above.*
*

2. Discuss*student*responses.**Which*techniques*are*the*most*effective?*The*least?**
If*advertisers*were*trying*to*promote*a*candidate*for*office*rather*than*a*
product,*how*would*their*ads*look*different?**The*same?*

*
3. Internet:%%Alternately,*teachers*may*wish*to*use*the*YLI*website*to*access*

examples*of*advertisements*from*actual*campaigns.*Visit*the*Center*for*Politics*
website*(http://www.centerforpolitics.org/programs/yliRmediatypes.htm)*to*
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view*campaign*advertisements.**Teachers*may*wish*to*use*either*the*Types-of-
Political-Advertising-guide*or*organizer*with*this*tutorial.*

*
4. After*reviewing*the*media*types*tutorial*on*the*website,*the*class*can*discuss*

what*they*learned.**Guide*the*students*to*compare*the*similarities*between*the*
types*of*advertisements*students*described*and*the*ones*featured*on*the*
website.**Teachers*may*also*address*the*following*questions*during*class*
discussions.*

*
5. Do*the*advertisements*appeal*to*specific*audiences?*
*
6. How*can*advertisements*influence*public*opinion*about*campaign*issues?*
*
7. Students*may*create*a*political*advertisement*for*a*contemporary*or*imaginary*

politician.**Suggested*guidelines*include:*
a. For*a*contemporary*candidate,*students*should*research*the*politician’s*

background*and*know*where*he/she*stands*on*at*least*three*central*issues.**
Students*creating*an*imaginary*candidate*should*write*a*brief*biography*of*
their*candidate,*including*that*candidate’s*position*on*at*least*three*issues.*

b. Students*would*then*choose*one*of*the*types*of*ads*and*create*their*own*ad*
in*that*style.**Components*of*this*ad*could*include*
• dialogue*for*the*advertisement*
• music*or*other*background*sounds*
• setting**
• special*effects*

*
c. Depending*on*time,*students*could*create*their*ads*using*a*variety*of*media.**

They*could*present*their*work*as*a*PowerPoint*presentation,*a*skit,*or*a*
storyboard.***

*
d. The*teacher*may*also*wish*to*add*a*written*component*to*the*assignment.**

Suggested*questions*include:*
• Who*is*your*intended*audience?**What*issues*are*important*to*your*

audience?*
• What*are*you*trying*to*convince*them*to*do*or*think?***
• What*issues*are*important*to*your*candidate?**How*does*your*ad*address*

these*issues?*
*
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Evaluation:%

*
Acceptable% Strong% Exceptional%

• Concentrates*on*3*
issues.*

• Identifies*
audience*they*are*
trying*to*reach.*

• It*is*clear*that*the*
ad*is*trying*to*
convince*the*
voter.*

• The*writing*has*
few*grammar*or*
spelling*errors.*

• Describes*the*look*
of*the*ad.***

• Suggests*music*or*
sound*for*the*ad.*

*

• Concentrates*on*3*
issues*in*some*
detail.*

• Clearly*identifies*
the*target*audience*
they*are*trying*to*
reach*

• The*ad*is*
convincing*on*the*
majority*of*the*
issues*raised.*

• The*writing*has*no*
grammar*or*
spelling*errors.*

• Describes*the*look*
of*the*ad*in*detail*

• Chooses*music*or*
sound*for*the*ad.*

• Concentrates*on*
three*issues*in*
detail.*

• Clearly*identifies*the*
target*audience*they*
are*trying*to*reach*

• The*ad*is*convincing*
on*every*issue.*

• The*writing*has*no*
grammar*or*spelling*
errors.*

• Ad*includes*
symbolism,*
metaphors,*
alliteration*or*
artistic*elements*for*
special*effects.**

• Chooses*music*that*
develops*the*theme*
for*the*ad.*

*
*



 

How%Do%Candidates%Get%Your%Attention?%

As%you%view%the%different%types%of%ads%in%the%tutorial,%complete%the%chart%below.%%For%each%

type%of%ad,%fill%in%the%definition%section,%describe%one%of%the%ads%you%watched%and%evaluate%its%

persuasiveness.%

TYPE%OF%AD%AND%DEFINITION%

%

WHAT%TECHNIQUES%ARE%

USED%IN%THIS%AD?%

WHAT%MADE%THIS%AD%AFFECTIVE%

OR%INAFFECTIVE%

Testimonial:!
*
!
!
!

* (STUDENT*OPINION)*

Mudslinging:!
!
!
!
!
!

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Transfer:!
-

!
!
!

* *

Card!Stacking:! *
*
*
*
*

*

Plain!Folks:!
!
!
!

* *

Glittering!Generalities:!
*
*
*
!

* *

Bandwagon:!
*
*
!

* *

Contrast:!
*
*
-

!

* *
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Types%of%Campaign%Advertising%

*
A. Testimonial%–%endorsements%from%celebrities%and%other%wellHknown%people.%

*
Example:**Michael*Jordan’s*endorsement*of*Bill*Bradley*for*President;*Senator*Warner’s*
endorsement*of*George*Allen*for*Senate;*any*local*celebrity*or*well*known*community*
leader’s*public*endorsement*of*a*candidate*for*office.*
*

B. Mudslinging%–%often%referred%to%as%“attack%ads,”%the%TV,%radio%and%print%
advertisements%make%assertions%about%the%opponent%in%a%variety%of%unflattering%ways.%%

NameHcalling%and/or%groundless%assertions%about%one%candidate%by%his/her%

opponent.%%This%advertising%strategy%is%used%by%a%candidate%primarily%to%create%a%

negative%impression%of%one’s%opponent.%%%This%strategy%may%backfire%and%create%a%

negative%impression%of%the%candidate%who%is%responsible%for%the%creation%of%the%

negative%ad%if%used%excessively,%or%in%a%manner%that%is%perceived%as%false,%deceptive,%

“tasteless”%or%“going%too%far.”%%

*
Example:**The*Bush*“Rats”*Ad;*1996*Democratic*Presidential*and*Congressional*
commercials*that*“morphed”*the*candidate*into*images*of*Pat*Robertson*or*Newt*
Gingrich.*
*

C. Transfer%–%Use%of%popular%symbols%to%create%a%positive%connotation%for%the%candidate%
or%the%use%of%negative%or%controversial%symbols%to%create%a%negative%connotation%of%

one’s%opponent.%%%

*
Example:**Positive:**Ads*that*feature*pleasant*music,*beautiful*outdoor*country*or*rural*
scenery,*happy*families,*playful*children,*successful*teams*or*businesses*etc.*
Negative:**Talking*about*an*opponent’s*record*with*ominous*music*in*the*background,*
using*black*and*white*photos,*visually*shocking*images*such*as*oil*spills,*home*
foreclosure,*car*accidents,*prison*bars*etc.**Images*of*one’s*opponent*in*slow*motion*
causing*the*eye’s*to*blink*slowly,*thereby*giving*the*impression*of*disinterest,*laziness*
and/or*intoxication.***
*

D. Card!stacking%–%Use%of%statistics,%often%in%a%oneHsided%manner;%the%omission%of%
information%that%is%crucial%to%drawing%an%informed%and%balanced%conclusion.%

*
Example:**95%*of*citizens*surveyed*support*Mrs.*Jones*for*City*Council;*
“Time*after*time,*my*opponent*voted*against*legislation*that*would*have*supported*new*
jobs*in*our*community.”*
*

%

*
E. Plain!Folks%–%An%attempt%by%a%candidate%to%appeal%to%the%average%voter%as%just%“one%of%

the%people.”%%%

%

Example:**Lamar*Alexander*in*1996*wearing*his*trademark*red*and*blackRcheckered*
shirt.**Any*candidate*ad*where*he*or*she*appears*with*no*jacket*or*suit,*shirtsleeves*
rolled*up*and/or*wearing*a*sweater.**Usually*doing*everyday*task*such*as*shopping*at*
the*supermarket*or*walking*down*a*street*or*“visiting”*with*neighbors.**Another*
technique*that*fits*this*category*is*one*where*the*candidate*does*not*appear*in*the*ad,*
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but*“average”*people*on*the*street*stop*to*talk*about*the*candidate.**The*negative*
version*of*this*would*be*“man*on*the*street”*interviews*where*the*interviewees*are*
critical*of*the*opponent.*
*

F. Glittering!Generalities%–%Usually%the%first%type%of%ad%used%in%a%campaign,%these%spots%are%
designed%to%introduce%a%candidate%to%the%voters.%%Needless%to%say,%like%any%

introduction,%these%types%of%ads%are%almost%always%very%positive.%%Designed%to%leave%

the%viewer%with%a%very%good%first%impression.%%This%ad%type%uses%very%vague%words%and%

phrases%that%have%a%positive%effect%on%the%viewer%and%appeal%to%a%variety%of%interests.%%%

*
Example:**Ads*use*images*and*phrases*that*are*virtually*impossible*not*to*like*such*as:**
“Working*for*your*family,”*“Building*a*Bridge*To*The*Future,”**“Saving*Our*Schools”*
“Improving*America”*“Saving*Social*Security”*“Building*One*America”*etc.**The*images*
are*usually*of*a*perfect*world*with*happy*families*and*children*in*pleasant*surroundings*
on*sunny*days*with*blue*skies*or*images*of*the*candidate*hard*at*work,*sleeves*rolled*
up,*actively*engaged*in*conversation*with*people*in*a*“responsible”*business*
environment.***
*

G. Bandwagon%–%Similar%to%card%stacking,%this%is%an%attempt%to%convey%a%sense%of%
momentum%and%to%generate%a%positive%“everybody’s%doing%it%so%you%should%too”%

mentality.%%%

*
Example:*VoiceRovers*in*commercials*stating*“Polls*show*Robert*Stone*leading*in*the*
race*for*the*United*States*Senate.”***Large*groups*of*people*greeting*a*candidate*or*
carrying*signs*in*support.**Group*testimonials*and/or*corporate*endorsements*such*as:**
“Endorsed*by*the*National*Association*of*Retired*Persons,”*or*“Endorsed*by*the*National*
Education*Association.”*
*

H. Contrast!Ad%–%Juxtaposing%positive%images%of%one’s%candidacy%with%negative%images%of%
the%opponent%in%the%same%ad.%%%

*
Example:**Split*screens*with*Hillary*Clinton*in*color*moving*at*regular*speed*and*her*
opponent*Rick*Lazio*in*black*and*white*moving*in*slow*motion.**Images*of*two*
candidates*on*screen*as*a*voice*over*denounces*the*opponent*followed*by*a*red*X*
appearing*over*the*opponent’s*face.*

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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UNIT%6:%Activism%

%

%

CURRICULUM%GOALS%

%

By%the%end%of%this%unit,%students%will%be%able%to:%

%

• Describe*activism*
• Identify*what*is*an*activist*and*how*an*activist*can*make*a*difference*
• Discussion*how*one*person*or*many*can*make*a*difference*
• Identify*the*variety*of*ways*people*can*get*involved*within*their*community*
• Explain*the*rules*of*making*a*difference*
• Describe*the*key*issues*that*are*addressed*by*activists*

*
*
Common%Core%Learning%Standards%in%Reading%%

1. Read*closely*to*determine*what*the*text*says*explicitly*and*to*make*logical*
inferences*from*it;*cite*specific*textual*evidence*when*writing*or*speaking*to*
support*conclusions*drawn*from*the*text.**

2. Interpret*words*and*phrases*as*they*are*used*in*a*text,*including*determining*
technical,*connotative,*and*figurative*meanings,*and*analyze*how*specific*word*
choices*shape*meaning*or*tone.**

3. Assess*how*point*of*view*or*purpose*shapes*the*content*and*style*of*a*text.*
4. Analyze*how*two*or*more*texts*address*similar*themes*or*topics*in*order*to*

build*knowledge*or*to*compare*the*approaches*the*authors*take.**
*

%

Common%Core%Learning%Standards%in%Writing%

1. Write*arguments*to*support*claims*in*an*analysis*of*substantive*topics*or*texts*using*
valid*reasoning*and*relevant*and*sufficient*evidence.*%

2. Produce*clear*and*coherent*writing*in*which*the*development,*organization,*and*
style*are*appropriate*to*task,*purpose,*and*audience.*%

3. Use*technology,*including*the*Internet,*to*produce*and*publish*writing*and*to*
interact*and*collaborate*with*others.*%

4. Conduct*short*as*well*as*more*sustained*research*projects*based*on*focused*
questions,*demonstrating*understanding*of*the*subject*under*investigation.*%

*
Strategies%

1. Brainstorming*
2. Cooperative*Learning*
3. Use*of*Primary*Sources*
4. Direct*instruction*
5. ThinkRpairRshare*
6. Jigsaw*
7. Group*Work*
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8. Oral*Presentations*
9. Use*social*science*data*
10. Demonstrate*decisionRmaking*techniques*
11. Communicate*through*oral*expression*
12. Communicate*through*written*expression**
13. Use*noteRtaking*skills*
14. Use*listening*skills*
15. Organize*information*
16. Interpret*data*
17. Synthesize*information*and*draw*conclusion*
18. Analyze*graphs*

%

%

Materials%

1. Chalkboard*or*preferably*a*smart*board*to*show*visuals*
2. Computers*for*research*
3. Readings*and*Primary*Sources*
%

%

Assessments%

1. Group*project/presentation*using*new*forms*of*technology*such*as*Podcasts*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
%
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Lesson%#1:%Significance%of%Individuals%to%a%Movement%*
%*
Aim:*What*role*does*leadership*play*in*social*and*political*movements?*
**
Objectives:%*
1.*Students*will*learn*how*Frederick*Douglass,*Mohandas*Gandhi,*Cesar*Chavez*and**
Rosa*Parks*provided*the*necessary*leadership*skills*for*a*successful*political*or*social*
movement.**
2.*Students*will*answer*questions*about*the*importance*of*individuals*to*a*movement.**
**
Materials:*****
1.*Overhead*with*copy*of*The-Significance-of-Individuals-to-a-Political-or-Social-Movement**
2.*Student*handout:-Questions*-*
3.*Primary*source*material*on*each*individual**
**
Procedure:%**
1.***WarmRup*Activity:*Place*the*transparency*on*the*overhead*and*use*it*to*introduce*
students*to*four*pivotal*civil*rights*leaders.**Use*these*four*individuals*to*guide*students*
chronologically*through*the*civil*rights*movement.**
2.***Divide*students*into*four*teams*and*ask*them*to*read*primary*sources*provided*for**
Douglass,*Chavez,*Parks*or*Gandhi.***
3.***After*reading*the*primary*resources,*students*may*answer-Questions*as*a*class,*in*small*
groups,*or*independently.***
%*
**
%*
**
**
-**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Frederick%Douglass%%(aprox.1817%–%1895)%%
•*Excerpt*from*My-Slave-Experience-in-Maryland,*a*speech*by*Frederick*Douglass*before*the*
American*AntiRSlavery*Society,*May*6,*1845**
**
*“*.*.*.I*ran*away*from*the*South*seven*years*ago*–*passing*through*this*city*in*no*little*hurry,*
I*assure*you*–*and*lived*about*three*years*in*New*Bedford,*Massachusetts,*before*I*became*
publicly*known*to*the*antiRslavery*people.**Since*then*I*have*been*engaged*for*three*years*
in*telling*the*people*what*I*know*of*it.**I*have*come*to*this*meeting*to*throw*in*my*mite,*and*
since*no*fugitive*slave*has*preceded*me,*I*am*encouraged*to*say*a*word*about*the*sunny*
South.**I*thought,*when*the*eloquent*female*who*addressed*this*audience*a*while*ago,*was*
speaking*of*the*horrors*of*Slavery,*that*many*an*honest*man*would*doubt*the*truth*of*the*
picture*which*she*drew;*and*I*can*unite*with*the*gentleman*from*Kentucky*in*saying,*that*
she*came*far*short*of*describing*them.**
**I*can*tell*you*what*I*have*seen*with*my*own*eyes,*felt*on*my*own*person,*and*know*to*
have*occurred*in*my*own*neighborhood,*I*am*not*from*any*of*those*Sates*where*the*slaves*
are*said*to*be*in*their*most*degraded*condition;*but*from*Maryland,*where*Slavery*is*said*to*
exist*in*its*mildest*form;*yet*I*can*stand*here*and*relate*atrocities*which*would*make*your*
blood*to*boil*at*the*statement*of*them.**I*lived*on*the*plantation*of*Col.*Lloyd,*on*the*eastern*
shore*of*Maryland,*and*belonged*to*that*gentleman’s*clerk.**He*owned,*probably,*not*less*
than*a*thousand*slaves*.*.*.**
***We*don’t*ask*you*to*engage*in*any*physical*warfare*against*the*slaveholder.**We*only*ask*
that*in*Massachusetts,*and*the*several*nonRslaveholding*States*which*maintain*a*union*with*
the*slaveholder*–*who*stand*with*your*heavy*heels*on*the*quivering*heartRstrings*of*the*
slave,*that*you*will*stand*off.**Leave*us*to*take*care*of*our*masters.**But*here*you*come*up*to*
our*masters*and*tell*them*that*they*ought*to*shoot*usRto*take*away*our*wives*and*little*
onesR*to*sell*our*mothers*into*interminable*bondage,*and*sever*the*tenderest*ties.**You*say*
to*us,*if*you*dare*to*carry*out*the*principles*of*our*fathers,*we’ll*shoot*your*down.**Others*
may*tamely*submit;*not*I.***
You*may*put*the*chains*upon*me*and*fetter*me,*but*I*am*not*a*slave,*for*my*master*who*
puts*chains*upon*me,*shall*stand*in*as*much*dread*of*me*as*I*do*of*him.**I*ask*you*in*the*
name*of*my*three*millions*of*brethren*at*the*South.**We*know*that*we*are*unable*to*cope*
with*you*in*numbers;*you*are*numerically*stronger,*politically*stronger,*than*we*areR*but*
we*ask*you*if*you*will*rend*asunder*the*heart*and*(crush)*the*body*of*the*slave?**If*so,*you*
must*do*it*at*your*own*expense.**
**While*you*continue*in*the*Union,*you*are*as*bad*as*the*slaveholder.**If*you*have*thus*
wronged*the*poor*black*man,*by*stripping*him*of*his*freedom,*how*are*you*going*to*give*
evidence*of*your*repentance?**Undo*what*you*have*done*.*.*.”**
**
Foner,*Philip*S.,*Frederick-Douglass-H-Selected-Speeches-and-Writings,*International*Publishers,*1999.**
**
Other%Resources:%*
%*
http://odur.let.rug.nl/~usa/usa.htm*
***
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Mohandas%Gandhi%(b.1884%–%d.1941)%%

•*Two*excerpts*are*submitted*below.**Excerpt*one*is*briefer*and*more*direct*and*may*be*
easier*for*students*with*weaker*reading*abilities*to*digest.**The*second*excerpt*is*a*letter*to*
President*Roosevelt*and*will*be*more*challenging*for*students*to*read.%*
*
http://www.mkgandhi.org/sfgbook*
**
***
NONHVIOLENCE%*
**
425.*The*world*is*weary*of*hate.*We*see*the*fatigue*overcoming*the*Western*nations.**
We*see*that*this*song*of*hate*has*not*benefited*humanity.*Let*it*be*the*privilege*of*India*to*
turn*a*new*leaf*and*set*a*lesson*to*the*world.*–IV,*I66.**
**
My%Task%*
426.*In*the*past,*nonRcoRoperation*has*been*deliberately*expressed*in*violence*to*the*evilR
doer.*I*am*endeavoring*to*show*to*my*countrymen*that*violent*nonRcoRoperation*only*
multiplies*evil*and*that*as*evil*can*only*be*sustained*by*violence,*withdrawal*of*support*of*
evil*requires*complete*abstention*from*violence.*NonRviolence*implies*voluntary*
submission*to*the*penalty*for*nonRcoRoperation*with*evil.*–YI,*23R3R22,*I68.**
**
427.*I*am*not*a*visionary.*I*claim*to*be*practical*idealist.*The*religion*of*nonRviolence*is*not*
meant*merely*for*the*rishis*and*saints.*It*is*meant*for*the*common*people*as*well.*NonR
violence*is*the*law*of*our*species*as*violence*is*the*law*of*the*brute.*The*spirit*lies*dormant*
in*the*brute*and*he*knows*no*law*but*that*of*physical*might.*The*dignity*of*man*requires*
obedience*to*a*higher*lawRto*the*strength*of*the*spirit.****
I*have*therefore*ventured*to*place*before*India*the*ancient*law*of*selfRsacrifice.*For**
satyagraha*and*its*offRshoots,*nonRcoRoperation*and*civil*resistance,*are*nothing*but*new*
names*for*the*law*of*suffering.*The*rishi9s,*who*discovered*the*law*of*nonRviolence*in*the*
midst*of*violence,*were*greater*geniuses*than*Newton.*They*were*themselves*greater*
warriors*than**
Wellington.*Having*themselves*known*the*use*of*arms,*they*realized*their*uselessness*and*
taught*a*weary*world*that*its*salvation*lay*not*through*violence*but*through*nonRviolence.*–
YI,*IIR8R20,*Tagore,*7I2.**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
*
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Excerpt%Two%~%Letter%to%President%Roosevelt%from%Gandhi%*
http://www.mkgandhi.org/letters/index.htm*
**
Dear*friend,**
I*twice*missed*coming*to*your*great*country.*I*have*the*privilege*[of]*having*numerous*
friends*there*both*known*and*unknown*to*me.*Many*of*my*countrymen*have*received*and*
are*still*receiving*higher*education*in*America.*I*know*too*that*several*have*taken*shelter*
there.*I*have*profited*greatly*by*the*writings*of*Thoreau*and*Emerson.*I*say*this*to*tell*you*
how*much*I*am*connected*with*your*country.*Of*Great*Britain*I*need*say*nothing*beyond*
mentioning*that*in*spite*of*my*intense*dislike*of*British*rule,*I*have*numerous*personal*
friends*in*England*whom*I*love*as*dearly*as*my*own*people.*I*had*my*legal*education*there.*
I*have*therefore*nothing*but*good*wishes*for*your*country*and*Great*Britain.*You*will*
therefore*accept*my*word*that*my*present*proposal,*that*the*British*should*unreservedly*
and*without*reference*to*the*wishes*of*the*people*of*India*immediately*withdraw*their*rule,*
is*prompted*by*the*friendliest*intention.*I*would*like*to*turn*into*goodwill*the*ill*will*which,*
whatever*may*be*said*to*the*contrary,*exists*in*India*towards*Great*Britain*and*thus*enable*
the*millions*of*India*to*play*their*part*in*the*present*war.*My*personal*position*is*clear.*I*
hate*all*war.*If,*therefore,*I*could*persuade*my*countrymen,*they*would*make*a*most*
effective*and*decisive*contribution*in*favour*of*an*honourable*peace.*But*I*know*that*all*of*
us*have*not*a*living*faith*in*nonRviolence.*Under*foreign*rule*however*we*can*make*no*
effective*contribution*of*any*kind*in*this*war,*except*as*helots.*The*policy*of*the*Indian*
National*Congress,*largely*guided*by*me,*has*been*one*of*nonR*embarrassment*to*Britain,*
consistently*with*the*honourable*working*of*the*Congress,*admittedly*the*largest*political*
organization*of*the*longest*standing*in*India.*The*British*policy*as*exposed*by*the*Cripps*
mission*and*rejected*by*almost*all*parties*has*opened*our*eyes*and*has*driven*me*to*the*
proposal*I*have*made.*I*hold*that*the*full*acceptance*of*my*proposal*and*that*alone*can*put*
the*Allied*cause*on*an*unassailable*basis.*I*venture*to*think*that*the*Allied*declaration*that*
the*Allies*are*fighting*to*make*the*world*safe*for*freedom*of*the*individual*and*for*
democracy*sounds*hollow*so*long*as*India*and,*for*that*matter,*Africa*are*exploited*by*
Great*Britain*and*America*has*the*Negro*problem*in*her*own*home.*But*in*order*to*avoid*
all*complications,*in*my*proposal*I*have*confined*myself*only*to*India.*If*India*becomes*free,*
the*rest*must*follow,*if*it*does*not*happen*simultaneously.*In*order*to*make*my*proposal*
foolproof*I*have*suggested*that,*if*the*Allies*think*it*necessary,*they*may*keep*their*troops,*
at*their*own*expense*in*India,*not*for*keeping*internal*order*but*for*preventing*Japanese*
aggression*and*defending*China.*So*far*as*India*is*concerned,*we*must*become*free*even*as*
America*and*Great*Britain*are.*The*Allied*troops*will*remain*in*India*during*the*war*under*
treaty*with*the*free*Indian*Government*that*may*be*formed*by*the*people*of*India*without*
any*outside*interference,*direct*or*indirect.**It*is*on*behalf*of*this*proposal*that*I*write*this*
to*enlist*your*active*sympathy.**I*hope*that*it*would*commend*itself*to*you.**Mr.*Louis*
Fischer*is*carrying*this*letter*to*you.*If*there*is*any*obscurity*in*my*letter,*you*have*but*to*
send*me*word*and*I*shall*try*to*clear*it.**I*hope*finally*that*you*will*not*resent*this*letter*as*
an*intrusion*but*take*it*as*an*approach*from*a*friend*and*wellRwisher*of*the*Allies.***
**
*****I*remain,***
******************************************************************************Yours*sincerely,**
**********************************************************************************M.K.*GANDHI**
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Cesar%Chavez%(b.1927%H%d.1993)%%
http://www.incwell.com/Biographies/Chavez.html*
*
Website*featuring*biography*on*Cesar*Chavez**
http://www.sfsu.edu/~cecipp/cesar_chavez/apostle.htm*
*
Website*including*an*interview*with*Cesar*Chavez*in*May*of*1970*
*
An*excerpt*follows*below.**
***
Observer:*******...Why-do-you-insist-on-nonHviolent-means-in-this-struggle?***
%*
Chavez:%********Our*conviction*is*that*human*life*and*limb*are*a*very*special*possession*given*
by*God*to*man*and*that*no*one*has*the*right*to*take*that*away,*in*any*cause,*however*just.***
We*also*find*that*violence*is*contagious;*it*is*uncontrollable.**If*we*use*it,*then*the*
opposition*is*going*to*respond*in*kind*and*it*is*going*to*be*escalated.***
********Also*we*are*convinced*that*nonRviolence*is*more*powerful*than*violence.**We*are*
convinced*that*nonRviolence*supports*you*if*you*have*a*just*and*moral*cause.**NonRviolence*
gives*the*opportunity*to*stay*on*the*offensive,*which*is*of*vital*importance*to*win*any*
contest.**Suppose*we*are*striking*and*the*opponent*appears*to*be*getting*the*best*of*us*and*
we*resort*to*violence.**Then*he*will*bring*in*other*forces*and*one*of*two*things*happens:**
violence*has*to*be*escalated,*or*there*is*total*demoralization*of*the*workers.**NonRviolence*
works*in*exactly*the*opposite*manner:*when*for*every*violent*action*committed*against*us,*
we*respond*with*nonR*violence,*we*tend*to*attract*people's*support;*we*have*a*chance*of*
attracting*other*people*who*are*not*involved*because*they*are*workers,*but*are*involved*
because*they*have*a*conscience*and*because*they*would*rather*see*a*nonRviolent*solution*
to*things.****
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
*
*
*
*
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Rosa%Parks%(b.1913H)%%
•*Two*excerpts*are*provided*below.**One*introduces*students*to*Rosa*as*she*reflects*on*her*
life*during*a*current*interview*and*the*other*blends*literature*with*civics*as*students*study*
a*poem*about*Rosa*Parks*by*acclaimed*poet*Rita*Dove.**
**
Interview%with%Rosa%Parks*(February*1997)*An*excerpt*follows*below.*
http://teacher.scholastic.com/rosa/rosatran.htm*
**
***
Have%you%ever%faced%something%that%you%thought%you%couldn’t%stand%up%to?**
*“I*can’t*think*of*anything.**Usually,*if*I*have*to*face*something,*I*do*so*no*matter*what*the*
consequences*might*be.**I*never*had*any*desire*to*give*up.**I*did*not*feel*that*giving*up*
would*be*a*way*to*become*a*free*person.**That’s*the*way*I*still*feel.**By*standing*up*to*
something*we*still*don’t*always*affect*change*right*away.**Even*when*we*are*brave*and*
have*courage,*change*still*doesn’t*come*about*for*a*long*time.”**
**
**

Poem%about%Rosa%Parks%by%Rita%Dove*
*

Rosa-by*Rita*Dove*
*

How*she*sat*there,*
the*time*right*inside*a*place*
so*wrong*it*was*ready.*

*
The*trim*name*with*
its*dream*of*a*bench*

to*rest*on.**Her*sensible*coat.*
*

Doing*nothing*was*the*doing:*
the*clean*flame*of*her*gaze*
carved*by*a*camera*flash.*

*
How*she*stood*up*

when*they*bent*down*to*retrieve*
her*purse.**That*courtesy.*

**
**
**
**
Dove,*Rita,*On-The-Bus-With-Rosa-Parks*W.W.*Norton*and*Company,*1999.**
**
*
*
*
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The%Significance%of%Individuals%to%a%Movement*
%*
* All*students*are*expected*to*answer*the*knowledge*and*comprehension*questions*and*
then*the*teacher*can*determine*which*students*work*with*the*remaining*questions*and*
activities.**
**
**
Knowledge:%%%*
**
•*What*is*the*name*of*the*leader*you*are*studying?**
•*What*cause*is*the*leader*championing?**
**
**
Comprehension:%*
**
•*How*does*the*leader*feel*about*violent*vs.*nonRviolent*intervention*to*promote*his/her*
cause?**
**
**
Application:%*
**
•*Given*what*you’ve*read*about*this*individual,*how*would*he/she*respond*to*today’s*
violence*on*television?**Would*he/she*support*censorship?****
•*Read*the*first*amendment*of*the*constitution.**How*would*this*individual*interpret*the*
first*amendment*as*it*relates*to*media*violence?**
**
**
Analysis:%*
**
•*Describe*leadership*qualities*you*admired*in*the*leader*your*studied.**Read*background*
information*on*a*second*leader*from*this*lesson*and*compare*their*leadership*skills.**How*
are*their*personalities*similar?**How*are*they*different?**
•*Describe*life*experiences*that*inspired*the*leader*to*fight*for*his/her*cause.**
**
**
Synthesis:%*
**
•*Think*about*the*leadership*qualities*each*of*these*individuals*possessed*and*their*unique*
life*experiences*that*inspired*their*passion*for*their*cause.***Based*on*this*information,*
create*a*brief*biography*or*character*sketch*for*the*ideal*leader*to*fight*for*one*of*the*
causes*listed*below:**
* Literacy*Programs*************
* Health*Care*Reform***********
* Affirmative*Action***
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•*Read*the*poem*by*Rita*Dove*entitled*Rosa-and*then*create*your*own*poem*about*one*of*
the*other*leaders*studied*in*this*unit.**Students*may*model*their*piece*after*Dove’s*
simplistic*imagery.***
**
**
Evaluation:%*
%*
•*After*the*discussion*of*these*four*individuals,*ask*students*to*theorize*about*whether*or*
not*the*respective*political*or*social*movements*would*have*been*as*effective*without*
them.***
•*How*did*the*leader’s*commitment*to*nonRviolence*impact*the*strength*of*the*movement?***
•*Was*the*leader*effective?**
**

*%
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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Lesson%#2:%Service%Learning%Curriculum%%

%

Aim:*How*can*you*be*the*change*you*wish*to*see*in*the*world?*
%

Objective:%%

1.*Set*specific*goals*for*your*serviceRlearning*project*
2.*Assign*roles*and*responsibilities*to*group*members.**
*
Materials:%%

1. Chalkboard*or*preferably*a*smart*board*to*show*visuals*
2. Computers*for*research*
3. Readings*and*Primary*Sources*

%

Procedure:%

1.*Introduction:*Explain*that*project*planning*requires*structure*to*help*organizers*define*
their*goals,*strategies,*and*timeline.*It*is*also*important*to*outline*leadership*roles*and*
responsibilities*in*each*step*of*the*process.**
2.*Set*Goals:*Facilitate*a*discussion*around*the*following*questions:**

• What*do*we*want*to*accomplish?*
• What*do*we*want*to*learn*from*this*experience?*
• How*do*we*think*this*activity*will*help*others?*
• Will*this*be*a*oneRday*event*or*the*beginning*of*an*ongoing*effort?*
• If*it*is*a*oneRday*event,*how*can*it*have*a*longRterm*impact?*
• Do*the*target*organization*or*beneficiaries*really*need*the*proposed*project?****

3.*Tasks*required:*Facilitate*a*discussion*on*what*is*needed*to*organize*the*project*such*as:**
• Overall*leadership*and*coordination*of*the*project,*including*setting*a*
meeting/communication*schedule,*project*timeline,*progress*reports,*etc..*
• Communication*with*the*agency*or*organization*where*the*serviceRlearning*
project*will*take*place*
• Engaging*community*partners**
• Securing*funds*and*inRkind*donations*
• Participant*recruitment*and*management*
• Short*kickRoff*event*
• Invitations*to*government*officials*to*inspire*participants*at*the*kickRoff*and*
participate*in*the*project*
• Communications*with*the*media*
• PostRevent*celebration*
• Thanking*everyone*who*was*involved*in*or*supported*the*project*

%

%

*
*
*
*
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*
Participation in Government:  

Service Learning Project Paper 
 

Throughout the course of the semester, you and your classmates completed a service-learning 
project that not only raised money for the organization but also raised awareness and school 

spirit throughout the building. As the final component of this project, you and your classmates 
will each complete a paper and an artistic presentation. Below you will find your project 
requirements. This project will be completed in class and will count in the second quarter 

average.  
 

Overview and Summary Paper 
Upon completion of our service-learning project, each student is required to write a paper, 

approximately 3-4 pages in length, typed, double-spaced with twelve-point font. At all times in 
this paper, you will write in proper English, using proper grammar, paragraphs, spelling, etc. 

The paper must be proofread. The paper is worth 70% of your final project grade. 
 

The paper MUST address all of the following: 
 

1.) What service was provided by the group or organization you 
worked for with the service learning project? How long has it  been 
in existence? 
This section should include any information about the group or organization, which would 
help someone understand the purpose of the group or organization’s existence. This section 
should be extremely detailed.  
 
2.) What were the reasons you chose this particular community 
service? 
This section should include discussion about any previous experience, the role of your friends, 
family members, and/or teachers in determining why you chose this particular service. 
 
3.) What specific experiences affected you? 
This section should include a detailed description of your feelings of at least two events, 
which occurred in your service. Your answer should also include an evaluation of whether the 
experiences positively or negatively affected you. 
 
4.) Did you make a difference? How valuable was your community 
service? 
This section should include what you learned about doing service for your community. Do you 
feel that your presence was important to the group or organization? You should indicate your 
feelings about whether 10 hours was enough time to devote to this group or organization or if 
you are going to continue this service once the project is complete. Do you think this service 
will make you a lifelong volunteer? 

 
Artistic Presentation 

You must include an artistic presentation to advertise the services of the organization. Your 
artistic presentation can be a poster, pamphlet, photo story, movie, etc. You are not limited. 

Your artistic presentation must include: 
 

- Information about the organization’s goals and services 
- Images depicting the work of the organization 

- Information about how someone can become involved.  
 

The artistic presentation is worth 30% of your final project grade.  
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Senior Service Learning Project 

Mr. Achtziger, Ms. Bender, Ms. Dennis, Ms. Einbinder, Mr. Patten & Mr. Zogby 

 
“Be the change you want to see in the world” – Mahatma Gandhi 

 
Mahatma Gandhi’s simple words have a profound meaning. As seniors at 

Mepham High School it is time for you to leave your mark not only on your 
school community but also on the world around you.  

 
In the fall of 2009, the Mepham Senior Service Learning Project was introduced. 
In order to meet the Bellmore-Merrick graduation requirement of 10 hours of 

community service, each senior class has the unique opportunity to work with an 
incredible organization, raise awareness, money and school spirit.   

 
You should complete the following chart to document your involvement. 

Remember you need a minimum of 10 hours!   
 

Task/Event Hours Complete/Possible Hours  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 
Student Signature: ______________________________________ 
 
Teacher’s Signature: ____________________________________ 

*
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